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Editor’s Note

On Nov. 8, 2016, the United States of America showed
one of the most unsettling divisions in modern United
States history. Democratic candidate Hillary Clinton lost
the presidency, despite winning the popular vote with
more than 2 million votes over Donald Trump.
One can easily argue that the United States of America
— or should I say the Divided States of America — have
been divided since pre-colonization. Through racism,
bigotry and closed-mindedness we have seen humans
divided socially, economically and politically.
In 1998 my parents, both immigrants from small towns
in Zacatecas, Mexico, purchased their first home — a
small two-bedroom home in a sketchy neighborhood of
Santa Cruz, Calif. — but a home nonetheless.
This is something that always embarrassed me growing
up. What was so wrong? At least I had a roof over my head.
I was teased in elementary school for living in such a small
home and I couldn’t comprehend why, but now I do.
I was three years old and shared a small room with my
two older siblings when we first moved in. At one point
there was up to 12 close and distant relatives living in this
cramped, tiny, baby blue home.
From past to present, the socioeconomic status of the
Latino and immigrant community has shown an obvious

divide in wealth and status.
The Washington Post reported that the Latino population
has increased from 9.1 million to 54 million from 1970 to
2014. The average Hispanic household makes $400,000
less than the average American household and $500,000
less than the average white American household.
My parents worked two jobs seven days a week, and still
do to this day. In my brother’s early teen years, he joined a
gang. With my parents at work, my older sister was forced
into adulthood to raise my baby sister and I.
The Washington Post also reported that in 2014,
Hispanics made up more than 16 percent of the U.S.
population, but only held 2.2 percent of its wealth.
Economic and cultural barriers have stood in the way
of me being where I am now. The Pew Research Center
found that Latinos held the highest amount of high school
dropouts in the U.S. amongst all minority groups.
At times I have almost succumbed to walls built by a
discriminatory society, but the truth is, my sister didn’t
raise no quitter.
In our special issue, you will find that we’re not setting
out to create a biased undertone, but we also will not hide
what is present in this current political climate. We do
not intend to say the world has a clear line of division,

but we have set out to highlight and take an in-depth look
at the divisions around us at San Jose State and in the
Silicon Valley.
Whether it’s the division of gender, sexual orientation,
political views or even an ongoing school rivalry, divisions
are present.
So why a double issue? Why not go with just “Divided”
or “United” as our theme?
Aesop got it right in 620 B.C. when he stated in one of
his fables, “United we stand, divided we fall.”
They go hand in hand despite seeming like paradoxical
universes. We cannot talk about one and not the other.
We cannot hide the unity that is present when there is
so much division.

Vicente Serna-Estrada
Executive Editor
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Asexual community searches for inclusion
BY KAYLA BOARDMAN
Copy Editor
When the LGBTQ or queer community
is mentioned, a part of the community is
not included in the four main letters: those
who identify as asexual and aromantic.
Social work sophomore Jenna Edra is a
member of this community and identifies
as asexual.
Asexuality — also referred to
as “ace” — is not having a sexual
attraction or interest in having sex.
Aromanticism — also referred to as
“aro” — is not having interest in a
romantic relationship.
"I just realized that I didn't particularly
enjoy sex,” Edra said. “This is not to say
that all asexual people don't like sex. There

are some people who don't experience
sexual attraction but they still like to
have sex."
The San Jose State ace/aro meetup
group was started on campus in
fall 2015.
After fading out in spring 2016, Edra
decided to take the role as facilitator
for the following fall semester to
keep it going. The group, which
meets in the PRIDE Center every
Tuesday from 4:30 p.m. to 5:30 p.m.,
is a place where people can openly
discuss different topics about having
these identities.
People can identify as asexual,
aromantic or both asexual and aromantic.
Although people may identify as one or
both, Edra said that they can be anywhere
on the spectrum from not enjoying sex
at all to enjoyingg sex when they are
with the righht partner.
Edra also said that
sometimes the asexual and
aromaa ntic
community
can be ove
verl
rloo
ooke
ked by the
queer communiity.
Since
members
do not alwaays face
the same issuues like
bathroom law
ws and
discriminationn while
in public with a
partner, theyy can be
seen as not included.
"I think there is
a very common
debate
about
that
since
asexuual and
aroo mantic

GRAPHIC BY NICOLE CHUNG
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Commuters miss full
college experience
living oﬀ-campus
BY JENNIFER BALLARDO
Staff Writer

SEE THIS VIDEO AND MORE
AT SPARTAN DAILY ON YOUTUBE
Child and adolescent development
sophomore Maria Flores leaves Fremont
in her Mini Cooper at 8:15 a.m. every
Tuesday and Thursday to commute to San
Jose State.
“Commuting has negatively affected
my college experience,” Flores said.
“It’s really hard for me to feel as a part
of the campus because I’m only there
the days I have class.”
According to Gabriela Garcia,
administrative support coordinator for
the Office of Institutional Effectiveness
and Analytics at SJSU, in fall 2016
there were 32,157 students enrolled at
San Jose State.
The
Office
of
Institutional
Effectiveness and Analytics focuses on
survey data of topics such as academics
and student experience at SJSU.
Of those students, only 3,698 of
them lived in on-campus housing that
semester, according to Garcia.
This means San Jose State had upwards
of 28,000 students who commuted to
school in the fall 2016 semester.
Another student who shares this same
feeling that Flores does is chemical
engineering graduate student Irvin Hinojosa.
Hinojosa commutes from Bakersfield,
where he works at Innovative
Engineering Systems while going
to school.
“I'd say that campus life is different for
me,” Hinojosa said. “To be very honest, with
the need to be working while going to school
I never had the ‘whole’ college experience.”
Many SJSU students work while
attending school at the same time. For

commuters, this means they spend even
less time enjoying their experience
being on campus.
“It’s just really hard for me because
I’m going to school and working 2 jobs
at the moment, and commuting takes
about an hour of my day,” Flores said.
Noah Suarez is a health science
freshman and despite only being at
SJSU for less than one academic year,
he is already fed up with commuting.
Suarez lives in Castro Valley, but
stays with family in Fremont during the
week in order to make his commute to
school easier.
“Being a commuter … I feel like it’s a very
intriguing repetition cycle,” Suarez said.
Flores explained that commuting
has taken the biggest toll on her social
life. She has had a hard time making
friends at SJSU since she is barely ever
on campus.
“Most of the people I know at San
Jose State are the people who I went to
high school with and classmates who
I’ve worked on projects and assignments
with,” Flores said. “Most of the friends
I’ve made have been temporary, we
don’t talk after the semester, or the class
we had together ends.”
Maria Flores is certain that
commuting has taken away from her
college experience. While many may
consider attending sporting events to
be a big part of the college experience,
Flores says she hasn’t been to any of
SJSU’s games.
“I do think that if I lived closer to
campus or didn’t have to commute, I’d
be able to enjoy more of my college
experience at SJSU,” Flores said.
Follow Jennifer on Twitter
@jayembeee1

people are not oppressed, therefore they
cannot be part of the community,” Edra said.
“That brought up questions for me because
is that how you define acommunity?
Celina Cesena, the current facilitator
of the SJSU ace/aro meetup group and
graduate student, said that the problem the

“

This is not to say that
all asexual people
don’t like sex. There
are some people who
don’t experience
sexual attraction but
they still like to have
sex.
Jenna Edra
Social work sophomore

com
mmunity faces is that this community
is aalmost never acknowledged, known or
talkked about at all.
““It comes down to just a lack of
visibility,” Cesena said. “The main
thinng is that we just want more people
to know about us and be open to
leaarning more. The main issue that
we come into contact with is people
willl not know what ace and aro is. The
nexxt thing would be people saying it
doeesn't exist.”
Cesena said another reason asexual
C
andd aromantic people could feel
exiiled from the LGBTQ community
is if they are identify as cisgender
andd heterosexual.
Cisgender means that a person
C
ideentifies with the sex that they were
asssigned at birth and heterosexual is
beeing attracted to someone of the
opposite sex.
Since the queer community
mostly includes people who are
not cisgender or heterosexual or
both, this can lead to people who are

cisgender, heterosexual, asexual and/
or aromantic being seen as not part of
the group.
“I feel like some identities inside the
queer community can be prioritized
and talked about more than others,”
Cesena said. “There is a difficulty in
understanding that there is overlap
between different identities.”
A person who understands this
idea very well is Calvin Lui, a UCSD
alumnus who is transgender, asexual
and aromantic.
He has visited the SJSU meetup group in
the past to meet and talk to other people with
similar identities.
"My
simple
definition
[of
aromanticism] is like a best friend, but
it has the closeness of the traditional
friendship,” Lui said. “In the official
definition, it's any relationship that
doesn't have romance. So I'm basically
wanting a best friend who won't
leave me."
Being trans, Lui said that he
feels more connected than other
asexual and aromantic people to the
LGBTQ community.
While he hasn’t experienced it himself,
he has heard from others who have
felt excluded.
The queer community is not the only
place that people who are asexual and/or
aromantic can feel left out.
Lui said that he also can feel
disconnected from society as a whole
when it comes to being both ace and aro.
"With the idea in society that
romance and sex are so crucial to an
intimate relationship, we can feel a
bit left out,” Lui said. “My biggest
gripe is when people say ‘more than
friendship’ to mean a romantic or
sexual relationship. In reality, there's
no correlation.”

Follow Kayla on Twitter
@kaylarboardman
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RIGHT-WING

BY JALENY REYES
Staff Writer

SEE THIS VIDEO AND MORE
AT SPARTAN DAILY ON YOUTUBE
When talking about politics, it comes as no surprise
that 44.9 percent of California’s voters are registered
under the Democratic Party. For many this is not an
issue, but for the 26 percent of Republicans it is a fear
they live with every day.
Growing up in California, Clarissa Nuñez and
Marin Villalpando have felt out of place because of
their political views. After the 2016 elections, they

felt more targeted due to their support for President
Donald Trump.
Being Mexican on both sides of the family, it comes
almost as a surprise that they identify as conservatives.
“I identify as a conservative Republican because I
am Christian,” Nuñez said. “I do have those values and
certain things I do feel really strongly about.”
Born in Gilroy, Nunez and her family moved all
around Northern California before settling in Hollister.
The junior majoring in kinesiology is also a member
of Delta Zeta as well as DREAM, which stands for
Disciples Reaching and Evangelizing All Mankind,
and focuses on the disciples of the world.
Nuñez said her family has been part of the Republican
Party for as long as she can remember. After her
grandmother from her maternal side remarried, she
became more politically involved.
remarri
“The man that she [her grandmother] remarried,
he
was white and basically he had his own business here,”
Nuñez said. “He helped my dad get a union job right
when he was 18 and my dad tied along to that.”
Even though Republican views were always ppresent
push to
in her household, Nuñez said she was never pushed
identify with the party. She said her parents aalways
told her to go out and find what she truly be
believed
in herself.
As for Villalpando, he was born and raised in the
South Bay and comes from a family where both of his
parents are conservative. He is a public health senior
and the treasurer for Young Americans for L
Liberty
Club. In addition, he has also been part of the U.S.
Army Reserve for about four years.
“I’m actually not a registered as a
“ just
Republican,” Villalpando said. “I
conservativ and
happen to be very conservative
ideal
share some Republican ideals.”
According to an exit poll,
during the 2016 elec
elections,
Latin in
28 percent of Latinos
the nation vote
voted for
T
President Trump.
In add
addition,
the
poll
also said
that 52
th

Trump Voters
From 2016
Election

percent of all President Trump voters were males and
41 percent were females.
Villalpando said he has kept his political views a
secret for years because he is afraid of the outcomes.
He said that even though he doesn’t think anything
crazy would happen if he was more open about it, he is
afraid of losing friendships.

“

The worst thing about it is
that I’ve seen people express
themselves that if you’re
a Trump supporter — or
pretty much associated with
any conservative values —
then they will actually end
friendships, which I think is
completely foolish.

Marin Villalpando
Public health senior
“The worst thing about it is that I’ve seen people
express themselves that if you’re a Trump supporter
— or pretty much associated with any conservative
values — then they will actually end friendships,
which I think is completely foolish,” Villalpando said.
As a Trump supporter, Nuñez saw some of this
neglection first-hand during his rally in San Jose over
the summer. She said that even though she was not
wearing anything that would show her support for
him, she was still attacked just for being there.
“Just because the rally was going on and I look white
because of my skin, they [protestors] came up to me and
started yelling at me, ‘F**k you, f**k Trump, you mother
f*****g racist you’re going to die,’” Nuñez said.
Ever since Trump has been in office, Nuñez said
she has been scared for her safety. Here in the San
Jose State community, she doesn’t feel accepted and
rarely shares her political views. Regardless, she
said her family and friends to protect and encourage
her to continue feeling comfortable in what she
supports politically.
“My parents have always told me stand up for
yourself,” Nuñez said. “It doesn’t matter if you’re
against the odds and if you’re against everyone that
believes a certain way. If you feel strongly about
something, you stand up for yourself.”
Follow Jaleny on Twitter
@jalenyreyes

STUDY ABROAD

Travel ban limits students from further education
BY JESSICA STOPPER
Staff Writer
Public relations junior Neda Najafi had just settled
into London when President Trump’s travel ban came
out in the news.
The San Jose State study abroad team and the host
college in London, Roehampton College, emailed
all students that were currently abroad. The message
informed them of the ban and asked who was a
dual citizen.
Najafi has citizenship with both the United States
and Iran.
On Jan. 27, 2017, President Trump signed an executive
order to ban entry for 90 days by citizens from Iraq,
Syria, Iran, Libya, Somalia, Sudan and Yemen.
Trump’s ban was implemented to halt Syrian refugees
from entering the United States. It created issues for
American citizens to travel as well.
This ban affected many U.S. citizens, including
college students that were studying abroad.
“Not only am I a dual citizen, but I am a dual
citizen of one of the seven countries that are banned,”
Najafi said.
When speaking to her advisors, Najafi was suggested
to “consult an immigration lawyer for her return back
to the United States.”
However, since Najafi traveled with her U.S. passport,
rather than her Iranian passport, she was in the clear.
“I’m learning all of this, but is it really going to
matter because how am I going to get back to America?”
Najafi said. “That’s kind of being dramatic, but when
you’re overseas by yourself, these things start to freak
you out.”
Both SJSU and the host college in London offered
resources to the students studying abroad, such as office
hour support teams.
Not every student at SJSU is as lucky as Najafi was in
her study abroad experience.
On the main screen of SJSU’s study abroad webpage,
a disclaimer for students who are a part of Deferred
Action for Childhood Arrivals was featured.
The webpage stated for international students to,
“substitute international experiences with domestic
immersion experiences within the United States rather
than leaving the country.”
In addition, the team encourages international
students to live in the International house and
volunteer locally.

VICENTE SERNA-ESTRADA, TAYLOR JONES AND WILLIAM CORMIER | SPARTAN DAILY AND CONTRIBUTING PHOTOGRAPHER

SJSU study abroad programs allow students to go to places across the world such as (top left) Guatemala, (top right)
France and (bottom) Greece.

Business senior Arturo Osorio studied abroad in 2016
and started working at the Study Abroad Office when
he returned to SJSU.
“We have a huge population of students who are
undocumented and who are under DACA,” Osorio said.
All students in the CSU system were sent an email
from the Transfers Office saying although Trump
had not finalized the DACA program, if students
were considering studying abroad in the spring,
they shouldn’t.
“When it comes to students who are undocumented
and are under DACA, we can’t stop them from studying
abroad, but we can’t guarantee that they can return to
the country,” Osorio said.
International business senior Emma MontgomeryCampbell studied abroad in Thailand during the
summer of 2015.
“I think that the travel ban could take away
individuals’ abilities to have international experiences

as well as make connections and communicate with a
range of people,” Montgomery-Campbell said.
Montgomery-Campbell said traveling abroad is more
than just studying in a new country. She learned life
lessons that she holds to this day.
“I was able to appreciate diversity more, as well as
privilege,” Montgomery-Campbell said.
Undeclared sophomore Tara Hatami has hopes of
studying abroad in her later years of college. Her dreams
were temporarily shattered when she heard about the
travel ban.
Like Najafi, Hatami is a dual citizen of the United
States and Iran.
“The ban gives me fear because I don’t want to be
discriminated against while traveling,” Hatami said.
“The ban is slowly separating people out of their will.”
Follow Jessica on Twitter
@jessicastopper_
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The fine stroke between art and vandalism

SATVIR SAINI | SPARTAN DAILY
(Top) A large mural of a woman with flowers in her hair is painted on the wall of Brazilian Blowout Bar on Market Street in San Jose. (Center) The pump-bump at Greer Skateboard Park
in Palo Alto gets tagged by artists frequently. (Bottom) A detailed portion of a larger mural in SoFa district in San Jose depicts a dog barking at a woman holding a spray can.

BY SATVIR SAINI
Staff Writer
When driving through the Bay Area, one
is bound to see graffiti emblazoned on the
walls of buildings and highway overpasses.
Many people have mixed opinions on
seeing graffiti in their hometowns since
it can be seen as vandalism or a type of
artistic expression.
Independence High School in San Jose
has painted some walls completely white
and asked students to express themselves
through art. Overnight, students painted
murals, names and abstract art to release
a creative side.
“Graffiti is a work of art derived from an
abundance of talent and creativity,” said
San Jose artist Adrian Reyes. “It is a non
violent form of expression.”
In downtown San Jose’s SoFa District,
many murals are painted. Businesses look
for artists to create these pieces because
it inclines more of a customer base. Even
those who pass by will stop and stare at
the detail and creativeness that is put into
each and every piece no matter how big
or small.
“I’m all about murals and street art
downtown,”said Back Bar general manager
of Andrew Moyco. “There should be more
commissioned work. It gives the city
energy and character.”
Merriam-Webster Dictionary defines
vandalism as “willful or malicious
destruction or defacement of public or
private property,” and graffiti is defined
as “usually unauthorized writing or

drawing on a public surface.”
“Within my circle we refer to ourselves
as writers,” said an Oakland artist who
goes under the alias of Dylan. “We
practice the craft of writing letters and
symbols and having them arranged in a
way that is visually stimulating. It is a
form of calligraphy, however instead of
on paper in a stuffy studio. We opt to
get out and leave them where people who
can appreciate them will see it.”
Graffiti has been seen as an
aspect that divides many
in the community.
Homeowners may be
upset to see graffiti
on their buildings,
as it often needs
to be painted over
or cleaned.
“If anything is put
on public property,
it is vandalism. If
you want to paint
your own property then
there’s nothing wrong with
that,” said San Jose homeowner
Cathy Hull. “If something is painted
on another person’s property, then that is
vandalising property because it has to be
paid for to clean up.”
According to Dylan, an artist is a
person who produces paintings or
drawings as a profession or hobby. They
do not use graffiti as a way to destroy a
property but maybe to create a sense of
emotion or feeling.
“A rock that has been thrown through a

window is vandalism—a layer of paint on
a surface is not,” Dylan said. “The earliest
forms of graffiti can be found inside caves
our ancestors lived in.”
There was a time where scriptures inside
of a cave brought people together to figure
out what the symbols meant and did not
create a division between those who were
conducting the research.
The Field Museum in Chicago created an
exhibit in December 2016 that showed
cave paintings and engravings
from France. The paintings
in the caves created a
conversation among
anthropologists, pre
historians, scientists
and artists. The
same conversation
could be started
about graffiti.
“People
falsely
label whatever they
like as art and whatever
they don’t as vandalism,”
Dylan said.
Many museums, such as
Ratio 3 and 1 AM in San Francisco
have paintings of similar arts that you see
around town. Some areas in the South Bay
have set places where artists are allowed to
express themselves through using graffiti.
Greer Park in Palo Alto is a skate park
that welcomes artists to design, create and
paint as a canvas for artists.
San Jose native artists like Robert Oliver
do not want to ruin private places. There
may be some artists that do not care about

vandalizing private property but there are
many artists who do consider where they
are painting.
“The purpose of painting isn’t to ruin
property but to make something out of the
blank canvases,” Oliver said.
Creativity allows many artists, known
as graffiti artists, to do more for their
community than it may seem.
“Through graffiti I have been able to
work with the art collective ‘Hands Off
The Hook’ based in Oakland and help on
several projects aimed at bringing together
local artists of all ages together to share
and promote their works,” Dylan said.
Artists don’t usually work solo but
have a group to support each other within
a community.
“Graffiti has made me more aware of
the communities I am in and the politics
that affect them,” Dylan said. “Through
this I have found that most of what
divides communities is not so much the
vices on the side but those that come from
the outside with the intent to profit off a
certain community.”
“Things like liquor stores and bail
bondsmen, big corporate supermarkets
and shopping centers, police harassment
and gentrification, these are the things that
in my opinion that destroy communities,”
Dylan said. “Not the guy who is adding a
layer of paint to a wall.”

Follow Satvir on Twitter
@satvirsaini_
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Artists channel creativity to combat political climate
SEE THIS VIDEO AND MORE AT
SPARTAN DAILY ON YOUTUBE
Protest artists have left their impact on
society throughout the 20th century and
their pieces have been their weapons of
revolution. From the emergence of Dada,
an art genre that opposed capitalistic
society, violence, war and nationalism
in the early 1900s all the way up to
today with the presence of artists like
Banksy and Pussy Riot, artists have been
providing a social commentary.
They have taken the visceral emotions
caused by the forces that divide our
citizenry and have manifested them in a
creative way.

“

The concern around
nationalism that
is growing out
of the Trump
administration
has fostered a real
urgency with the
students to create.
Robin Lasser
Art professor

“Art has always been used as an
incredible tool of protest,” said San Jose
State art professor Robin Lasser.
The election of Donald Trump has
inspired artists from different walks of
life who use different mediums to take
on the president and his political agenda.
According to the Pratt Institute in
Brooklyn, “The recent political climate
has spurred a proliferation of artist
involvement in expressions of protest
and resistance.”
Today we see protest art in the form
of sculpture, photography, fine art and
even tattooing.
In August 2016 during Trump’s
presidential campaign, the artist
collective “INDECLINE” placed statues
depicting a naked Trump in cities like
New York, San Francisco and Cleveland.
It’s not just professional artists who are
using their works as a form of protest.

Students at SJSU are also creating
pieces that are inspired by this divisive
time. Many of their pieces resist some
aspects of the current political climate.
Lasser has a multitude of students in
her classes who are currently working
on pieces that could be considered
protest art.
“The recent election has been very
much a motivation for the artist in the
image and ideas classes,” Lasser said.
“The concern around nationalism that is
growing out of the Trump administration
has fostered a real urgency with the
students to create.”
Graphic design junior Kernen Dibble
and senior exchange student Christina
Bakker are two of Lasser’s students
who have been working on protest
pieces all semester.
Dibble’s work is inspired by his
response to current political policies.
They are black and white photo portraits
of individuals from various different
marginalized groups.
When each portrait is viewed through
an iPad, the image triggers augmented
reality video.
The video is meant to challenge
the prejudicial preconceived notions
that some people hold for these
marginalized groups.
“Initially, when I came up with the
concept I was going to have a Trump
speech that dealt with each one of the
groups,” Dibble said. “Then I thought
that may be preaching to the choir, so
I did a 180. The video content is meant
to take people who are on the fence and
show someone that may have had certain
prejudices something that may change
their viewpoint.”
Christina Bakker is an exchange
student from the Queensland University
of Technology in Australia who is
studying to receive a Bachelor of Fine
Arts. She is working on a 10-and-a-half
foot tall throne that is supposed to be a
kind of parody on President Trump.
“It’s a symbolization of the power
that he has,” Bakker said. “Instead of it
being this elaborate, decorative thing,
I’m making it to look like it was made
out of concrete and rusted steel. Like it’s
this degraded monument that people are
uncovering in the future about this power
that he had.”
Today people are even getting protest
art pieces put on their skin forever
through the art of tattooing.
Ben O’Hara is a tattoo artist at Death

“

BY DAVID TAUB
Staff Writer

PHOTO COURTESY OF CHRISTINA BAKKER

Christina Bakker constructs a “throne” inspired by Donald Trump’s divisive politics.

Before Dishonor tattoos, located on the
corner of of East San Carlos and South
Third Street in downtown San Jose. He
said he has done numerous protest tattoos
in the months following the election of
President Trump.
“I’ve done ‘protect your people’
pieces recently on a number of different
people,” O’Hara said. “I’ve done a lot
of anti-fascist pieces, I’ve also done
pieces that have to do with unity and the
LGBTQ comunity.”
O’Hara said that getting a protest
tattoo is a big commitment and the next

step in protest art.
“It’s a lot more committed than a
t-shirt,” O’Hara said. “It’s [the tattoo]
definitely going to start a conversation.
People can’t ignore it. You carry it
around with you all the time. For people
that really care about something, I think
it feels like a higher form of commitment
to being open about it.”

Follow David on Twitter
@davidtaub3

Female video gamers speak out against discrimination

PAYJE REDMOND | SPARTAN DAILY
San Jose resident Katlyn Antram streams a video game titled “Archeage” live online through Twitch TV.

BY PAYJE REDMOND
Staff Writer

SEE THIS VIDEO AND MORE AT
SPARTAN DAILY ON YOUTUBE
Female gamers in Silicon Valley admit they experienced
stigma in their early gaming careers.
“If a girl speaks over voice chats, I’ve heard stories of
derogatory comments,” said studio practice sophomore
Lily Wang. “That’s the reason why I haven’t talked on
team watch.”
Wang is an avid personal computer gamer. She
prefers PC gaming because she doesn’t have to buy
extra consoles.
“I play every day for a couple hours at least,” Wang said.
Wang currently plays “Overwatch,” a team-based firstperson shooter game where players work together in
different worlds using heroes with different skills.
“They [female gamers] have always been there,” said

27-year-old video game streamer and San Jose resident
Katlyn Antram. “But now they’re speaking out.”
Antram has been a PC gamer for more than 17 years
and has streamed games for the last five.
Although there is still harassment — like use of
derogatory terms or comments on physical appearance
— Antram said support in the community is stronger.
Blizzard Entertainment, the creators of “Overwatch,”
also created popular games such as “World of Warcraft”
and “StarCraft.” While the company has an array of job
listings, the majority of talent comes from animators,
software engineers and information technologist.
According to San Jose State’s office of institutional
effectiveness and analytics, 82 percent of students
enrolled in software engineering for fall 2016 were men.
The same report stated that 65 percent of students in the
Bachelor of Fine Arts program in design studies at SJSU
are women.
“I know there are a lot of women in art and design,”
said political science freshman Angelique Rivas. “I

would like to see them go in the video game world and
create games on their own.”
Rivas spends on average about two hours a day playing
“Grand Theft Auto V” and often plays live online.
For Wang, whether a man or woman makes the game
has never been an issue, nor have the characters’ genders
in the game.
“When I play ‘Overwatch’ I don’t necessarily lean
towards male or female,” Wang said. “I play characters
based on their abilities.”
She has, however, noticed there are less threedimensional female characters in computer games.
Rivas said female video game characters tend to look
more provocative.
“It excites me to see a lot more games now have a
female protagonist,” Rivas said. “But there could still
be more.”
“Until Dawn” is among her favorite games because the
way women look and act in it is more realistic.
The Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. Library has a gamer
lounge housed inside Teen HQ located on the second
floor near the San Fernando Street entrance. The lounge
offers the use of a Playstation 4, Xbox One and Nintendo
Wii U.
San Jose Public Library assistant Matt Lopez said the
girls tend to use a Wii console more and play games like
Super Smash Bros.
For some gamers, playing role-playing games has
helped them create their social group
“I’ve met 90 percent of my friends through gaming,”
Wang said.
Antram said women have also progressed in the online
game streaming industry.
She primary streams “Ghost in the Shell: Stand Alone
Complex” along with a few other multiplayer games.
Antram makes monetary tips streaming through
Twitch, which is a video platform used for streaming and
broadcasting to interact with the game community. She
said she streams for the social aspect.
“I play video games anywho, so why not enjoy it with
other people?” Antram said.
Through the video game community Antram, Rivas
and Wang have all found their niche.
Antram said more women are standing up as proud
female gamers.
Follow Payje on Twitter
@Theyasked
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Latinos enfrentan temores por sus opiniones políticas
POR JALENY REYES
Escritora del Equipo

VE ESTE VIDEO Y MÁS EN
SPARTAN DAILY YOUTUBE

“Mis
padres
siempre
me han dicho
que me defienda,
no
importa
si
estoy en contra de las
probabilidades y si estoy
en contra de los que demás
piensen,” Nunez dijo. “Si te
sientes fuertemente sobre algo
defiéndete de los demás.”
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Sigue a Jaleny en Twitter
@jalenyreyes

Z

votaron
por
el
presidente.
Además, la
encuesta también
dijo que el 52 por
ciento de todos los
votantes del Presidente
Trump eran hombres y el 41
por ciento eran mujeres.
Muchos se sorprendieron por
los votos que recibió el presidente
ya que el hizo muchos comentarios
perjudicando a muchas comunidades
especialmente la comunidad Latina.
Villalpando dijo que por años ha mantenido
sus opiniones políticas en secreto porque tiene
miedo de los resultados. Dijo que a pesar de que él
no cree que algo loco sucedería si él fuera más abierto,
tiene miedo de perder amistades.
“Lo peor de todo es que he visto a la gente expresarse
que si eres un apoyador de Trump o prácticamente estas
asociado con cualquier valor conservador entonces
realmente terminará las amistades algo que creo que es
completamente tonto,” Villalpando dijo.
Como seguidora de Trump, Nuñez vio parte de esta
negligencia durante su reunión en San José durante
el verano. Ella dijo que aunque no llevaba nada que
demostrara su apoyo, fue atacada sólo por estar presente.
“Sólo porque la reunión estaba pasando y me veo
blanco debido a mi piel manifestantes
se me acercaron y empezaron a gritarme que me iba a
morir,” Nunez dijo.
Desde que Trump fue elegido presidente, Nuñez dijo
que ha estado asustada por su seguridad. En la comunidad
de SJSU ella no se siente aceptada y casi nunca comparte
sus opiniones políticas con nadie. Ella dijo que su
familia y amigos la animan y protegen para que continúe
sintiéndose cómoda en lo que ella apoya políticamente.

FO

Cuando se habla de política, no es
extraño que el estado de California tenga
44.9 por ciento de sus votantes registrados
bajo el Partido Demócrata. Para muchos, esto no
es un problema, pero para el 26 por ciento de los
Republicanos es un miedo con cual viven.
Como residente de California, Clarissa Nuñez y Marin
Villalpando siempre se han sentido fuera de lugar debido a
sus opiniones políticas. Después de las elecciones del 2016,
ese sentimiento creció debido a su apoyo al presidente
Donald Trump.
Siendo Mexicanos por ambos lados de sus familias,
muchos se sorprender cuando se enteran que ellos se
identifiquen como conservadores.
“Me identifico como una conservadora Republicana
porque soy Cristiana,” Nuñez dijo. “Tengo esos valores y
ciertas cosas cuales siento fuertemente.”
Nuñez nació en Gilroy y después de mudarse por el
norte de California su familia se estableció en Hollister.
Ella es una estudiante de tercer año y estudia kinesiología.
Adicionalmente, Nuñez también es miembra de Delta
Zeta y DREAM, cual significa Discípulos Alcanzando y
Evangelizando a toda la Humanidad, que se centra en los
discípulos del mundo.
Nuñez dijo que el Partido Republicano ha sido parte
de su familia por varias generaciones. Después de que
su abuela de su lado maternal se volvió a casar, ella se
involucró más políticamente.
“El hombre con quien mi abuela se casó era blanco y
básicamente tenía su propio negocio aquí,” Nuñez dijo.
“Él ayudó que mi papá conseguirá un trabajo de unión
justo cuando tenía 18 años y mi papá se ató de eso.”
Aunque las opiniones Republicanas siempre estuvieron
presente en su hogar, Nuñez dijo que ella nunca fue
forzada a identificarse con el partido político. Ella dijo
que sus padres siempre le dijeron que saliera y encontrará
lo que ella realmente creía.
En cuanto a Villalpando, él nació y se crió en el Sur
de la Bahía y proviene de una familia donde ambos
padres son Conservadores. Él es un estudiante de cuarto
año de salud pública y el tesorero del club de Jóvenes
Americanos Para Libertad. Además, también es parte de
la Reserva del Ejército de los Estados Unidos por unos
cuatro años.
“En realidad no estoy registrado como Republicano
simplemente soy muy conservador y comparto algunos
ideales Republicanos,” Villalpando dijo.
Según una encuesta de salida durante las elecciones
del 2016, el 28 por ciento de los Latinos de la nación
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No se debe juzgar a los que viven la vida en Spanglish
Carolina Ibarra
Escritor del Equipo

Recuerdo con mucha ternura y bastante timidez
los primeros días en que aprendí a hablar inglés.
Tenía solo cinco años cuando deje a una escuela
con una mayoría hispanohablante por una que
prácticamente prohibía el español en el salón
de clases.
Tras 22 años de estudio y trabajo
en los Estados Unidos, no me
sorprendí al realizar que ahora
es el español el que se me
hace
difícil
retener.
Es que no es fácil
conservar
dos
culturas y dos
lenguajes
en una

Beneficios
de ser
bilingüe

sociedad que a veces te castiga por tus fracasos en las batallas que enfrentan muchos jóvenes como yo, ser
español y en inglés. Es difícil mantener un balance bilingüe o multilingüe es un privilegio. Alguna gente
cuando las críticas me llegan en dos lenguajes.
simplemente jamás tendrá ni el tiempo ni los recursos
¿Mija, por qué no hablas el español bien?
para aprender otro lenguaje aunque lo necesiten.
Why do you have an accent if you were born here?
Mi padre y m i madre son Mexicanos y hablan
Ser bilingüe te abre muchas puertas, pero igual inglés con un acento bastante conspicuo. A veces
te enfrenta con muchas otras
confunden palabras o no las
barreras. Por ejemplo, ¿qué hago
pronuncian
cor rectamente.
con mi acento en las dos lenguas?
Me hier ve la sangre al
Si no hablas el Español pensa r que alguien podr ía
Si no hablas el español bien,
te juzgan. Si no hablas el inglés
menosprecia rlos a pesa r de sus
bien, te juzgan. Si
bien, te rechazan. Es tan fácil
esfuerzos y sus éxitos.
no hablas es Inglés
que te califiquen como lento
A esta edad se me hace
o incompetente tras cualquier
imposible evitar críticas, pero
bien, te rechazan.
dificultad que tengas con hablar o
es injusto que nuestra sociedad
Es tan fácil que te
escribir en los dos lenguajes.
castigue o humille a aquellos
Esta es mi experiencia personal,
califiquen como lento que luchan por comunicarse de
pero me he dado cuenta que mi
cualquier manera que puedan.
o incompetente tras
experiencia no es única. Es más,
Aunque sea en inglés fragoso o
es importante reconocer que hay
con un acento grueso, el intento
cualquier dificultad
bastante gente que sufren esas
de comunicarse en un lenguaje
que tengas con hablar extraño requiere mucho valor.
críticas a un nivel mayor.
De acuerdo a un reporte del
El verano del año pasado
o escribir en los dos
centro nacional de estadísticas
participé en un programa
idiomas.
de educación, se estima que
académico que tomó lugar en
4.5 millones de estudiantes en
distintos países Europeos y
los Estados Unidos están en el
mi novio me acompañó. Pude
proceso de aprender inglés. Esto quiere decir que observar como mi novio Estadounidense conocía
tienen dificultades con lecturas y comunicación por primera vez la desesperación de no poder
en sus clases.
comunicarse bien.
Para muchos adultos hispanohablantes, esas
Aunque era bastante compasivo antes de esta
limitaciones parecen ser perpetuas. De experiencia, su paciencia con situaciones similares
acuerdo a un reporte del departamento se agrandó.
estatal de los EEUU, se necesitan
Pero yo sé demasiado bien lo que se siente esa
575 horas de estudio para condena y se que bastantes de jóvenes con infancias
aprender un lenguaje nuevo.
como la mía y adultos con una falta de recursos o
¿Qué
sucede
con tiempo lo saben también.
aquellos adultos que
Quisiera que todos aquellos quienes juzgan a los
no tienen esas demás tuvieran la oportunidad de descubrir lo que mi
575
horas novio descubrió. A veces es necesario caminar en los
disponibles? zapatos de alguien más para reconocer las dificultades
Aún con que enfrentan a diario.
Sea en español o ingles o cualquier lenguaje,
deberíamos de tener más respeto para los esfuerzos de
los demás.

“

• Cerebro más flexible.

• Mejor atención y memoria.

• Mejores oportnidades de empleo.

• Mayor capacidad de concentración.

Sigue a Carolina en Twitter
@xoxoxcaro
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Does feminism unite or divide our country?
It advocates an unnecessary separation of the genders

Andre Jaquez
Staff Writer

SEE THIS VIDEO AND MORE
AT SPARTAN DAILY ON YOUTUBE

I

’m for women’s rights, the same way I’m
for human rights – I see no difference
between the two. So, save your braburning protest for another day. Although I
have the privilege to take or leave feminism
because I’m a man, I cannot ignore how it
divides the sexes.
Feminism has a bad reputation because
many people do not thoroughly understand
the theory.
“I’m not the biggest advocate for feminism,
but I know for a lot of women, it’s one way
for them to fight oppression,” said political
science sophomore Daniel Baker.
There are four main types of feminism to
consider: radical (enslave mankind), cultural
(women are better, so act like a woman),
socialist (hatred over a quarter) and liberal
(the good kind).
Any likeminded group of people, free
of dissenters, can be dangerous. Hence the
overbearing radical feminist – a pseudounifier driven by a fantasy to destroy the
patriarchy like an A-bomb sporting a pink
bow tie.
A radical feminist wishes to assimilate
society into a genderless utopia. The
forced equality they advocate is not
an egalitarian principle. Especially if
their androgynous endgame is achieved
through some form of misandry.
Another offshoot is the socialist feminist.
Mostly influenced by Marxist theory, he or
she wishes for a complete overhaul of the
structure of society.
According
to
the
Stanford
Encyclopedia of Philosophy, socialist
feminists believe “capitalism is a
contradictory force for the liberation of
women.”
As an anti-capitalist, he or she believes
the economic system heavily favors men

over women, therefore promoting sexism.
A socialist feminist is not satisfied with
traditional female roles and want women to
be compensated equally as they move in and
take on traditional male roles.
Our culture is male-dominated because the
male impetus to spread our seed is the only
reason why any of us are here.
Some women crave to take on the male role
to prove they can somehow carry the burden
of society without us, until they realize it’s
torturous and give it back quicker than they
took it.
Next is the cultural feminist. The
condescending types who dismiss the innate
differences between men and women, yet
still believe women are superior to men.
They believe the female ethic of care or
willingness to cooperate peacefully is the
reason why men start wars and women don’t.
French existentialist Simone de Beauvoir
famously declared in her book “The Second
Sex” that a woman isn’t born a woman,

rather she becomes one. Women are socially
constructed by men to their liking and
therefore constrained by “the male gaze.”
Beauvoir also believed that women
are fundamentally free to reject these
stereotypes and become more equal as
a result. Here, is where empowerment
becomes essential for women.
Which leads me to the good one – the
liberal feminist. The brave who were
responsible for women’s suffrage were liberal
feminists. The people who serve to ease the
pressure of oppression on women are liberal
feminists. They can feel just as angry as any
other type of feminist, but what separates
them from the pack is their willingness to
express their anger with telos.
Despite it all, some feminists do a lot
of good. This includes – the Feminist
Majority Foundation, Women’s Ruffgee
Foundations and Planned Parenthood that
provide safe spaces for women, rape crisis
centers and shelters. They improve the lives

of women by protecting women’s rights and
researching their problems and coming up
with realistic solutions.
According to the Boston Globe, people
today “simply think that real-life feminism
has come to mean something else: vilification
of men, support for female privilege and a
demeaning view of women as victims rather
than free agents.”
The main issue is the contempt feminists have
for men, for simply being men. If it takes a war
for equality why not make a compromise instead?
Sometimes immense struggle requires a
revolution, but the current paradigm does
not – at least in this country. While I respect
feminism in theory, I do not agree with its
attempt to add sugar, spice and everything nice
into the running engine of society.

Follow the Spartan Daily on Twitter
@SpartanDaily

10 EMPOWERING BOOKS BY WOMEN
I KNOW WHY THE CAGED BIRD SINGS — MAYA ANGELOU
WOMEN, RACE AND CLASS — ANGELA Y. DAVIS
BAD FEMINIST — ROXANE GAY
AIN’T I A WOMAN? — BELL HOOKS
FEAR OF FLYING — ERICA JONG
THE WOMAN WARRIOR — MAXINE HONG KINGSTON
SISTER OUTSIDER — AUDRE LORDE
THE DREAM OF A COMMON LANGUAGE — ADRIENNE RICH
THE HIDEN FACE OF EVE — NAWAL EL SAADAWI
A ROOM OF ONE’S OWN — VIRGINIA WOOLF
INFOGRAPHIC BY ANDRE JAQUEZ

CLASSIFIEDS
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

SUDOKU PUZZLE
Complete the grid so that every row, column and
3x3 box contains every digit from 1 to 9 inclusively.

EMPLOYMENT

Theatre staff
The Stanford Theatre,
repertory classic movie
theater, has an opening for
a part-time Theatre Staff
person. Job duties include
selling concessions and
tickets, ushering and helping
customers, and keeping the
theatre clean. Must be able to
climb a tall ladder and change
our marquee, also lift and carry
heavy objects (supplies, 35mm
film, etc.) A knowledge of
classic film is a plus.

SOLUTIONS
ACROSS
. 1 One receiving hospitality
. 6 Appetizing
. 11 Network across the
pond
.14 TV’s Winfrey
.15 Jigsaw puzzle component
16 Pale or brown
.17 It can run parallel to
the shore
19 “Far out” or “awesome” relative
20 Displays one’s age,
colorfully
.21 Ear of corn, in Africa
23 Maximally
26 Some future homeowners
27 Large creatures
28 Miscellaneous
29 Always, in poetry of
old
30 Site of the Klondike
gold rush
32 Fiber for rope makers
35 Heavy marching
band instrument
37 Large picture of
cheesecake?
39 Sensation preceding
a migraine
40 Emulated James
Bond
42 ___ lazuli (blue stone)
44 Word with “Bless
America”
45 Earthly vibration

47 Bagel seed, sometimes
49 Mill water channels
.51 City in Iran
52 Located among these
pages
53 Get carried away on
stage
55 Eggs, formally
56 Hurdy-gurdy
61 Like sloppy kisses
62 Expel from the body
63 Full of anger
64 “Didn’t I tell you?”
65 Former Greek coins
66 Keyboarded
DOWN
. 1 Whipped cream
serving
. 2 Kick-ruckus link
. 3 “To ___ is human ...”
. 4 Some NCOs, casually
. 5 Needing water
. 6 Nimble and quick
. 7 Hangs on a clothesline
. 8 Baseball great ___
Wee Reese
. 9 Guys bringing cold
blocks, once
10 Protects, as one’s
goal
. 11 Brittle, sweet transparent candy
.12 Former British P.M.
Tony
.13 Turns over, as territory

18 Devours and then
some
22 Lobbies for light
gatherings?
23 Is an accomplice
24 Get ready for a golf
drive
25 Sleep-inducing drug
class
26 Incur, as debts
28 Sub device
.31 Some metric weights
33 Telltale sign of good
food
34 Heavy-___ (burdened)
36 Eagle’s habitation
38 Firing-range weapon
.41 Sound loudness
measure
43 Take care of a matter
46 Members of a household
48 Spanish wine
49 Broadway offerings
50 Flood preventer
53 Old opening for
“while”
54 Preﬁx with “physical”
57 Sales agent
58 Word with “gender” or
“generation”
59 Feasted
60 Animated dad of Rod
and Todd

4/2Ī/2017

Come to the theatre in person
to fill out an application.
Address is 221 University
Avenue, Palo Alto. We are
currently open Friday through
Monday, after 5:30 PM.

Email cyndi@packhum.org

PLACE
YOUR AD
HERE
Place your Classiﬁed
Ads Online at
SpartanDaily.
CampusAve.com
Contact us at

408.924.3270
or email us at
SpartanDailyAdvertising
@gmail.com
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Model minority myth maliciously misrepresents
Kristin Lam
Copy Editor

H

earing someone from an AfricanAmerican focus group ask the
Asian-American group what it’s like
to be the “model minority” during a group
discussion a few months ago brought up
uncomfortable feelings.
The model minority myth holds AsianAmericans up to other minorities as a model
to emulate. Not only is it a gross generalization
and false juxtaposition, but it historically and
still to this day is wielded as a weapon for
unfair criticism. Through it, the portrayal of
one racial group is used to attack another.
I felt misunderstood, then guilty for

Model Minority
Myths Debunked
Poverty Rate:
Asians:
12.5 percent

feeling misunderstood.
I recognize that I hold relative privilege
when it comes to race, especially with a
Japanese and Chinese ethnic background. I
do not live in fear of the possibility that my
family members may become hashtags of
police brutality cases.
When I went shopping with three of my
friends who identify as African-American,
they weren’t joking when they said that since
I was with them, the employees wouldn’t give
them a hard time for bringing in a duffel bag
for groceries.
“Racism that Asian-Americans have
experienced is not what black people have
experienced," University of California,
Irvine political science and Asian-American
studies professor Claire Jean Kim said in a
National Public Radio article. "Asians have
faced various forms of discrimination, but
never the systematic dehumanization that

Information gathered
by U.S. Census Bureau

Pacific Islanders:
18.4 percent

Hold a Bachelorʼs or higher:
Laotian:
Cambodian:
14.04 percent
16.71 percent
Vietnamese:
27.23 percent
INFOGRAPHIC BY KARIANNE SUDYKA

black people have faced during slavery and
continue to face today."
How can I compare histories of immigration
exclusion acts and internment camps with
histories of slavery and segregation? Even
the single stories society perpetuates about
these communities — stereotypes such as
doctor and engineer versus gang member and
criminal — are vastly different.
In times when disenfranchised groups
ought to support each other, prejudices our
communities hold continue to pit us against
each other.
Suffolk University defines horizontal
oppression as when people from nonprivileged groups believe, act on or enforce
dominant systems of oppression against
members of other non-privileged groups.
The antiblackness and bigotry within
communities of color immediately come
to mind.
Horizontal oppression can come in everyday
forms like my uncle’s racist comments that
Black people are somehow inherently lazy.
“We know that Asian-Americans and
Pacific Islanders must address antiblackness
in our families and in our communities,” the
National Coalition of Asian Pacific Americans
said in a statement last July. “We must have
conversations about race with our families and
friends. We must refuse to be used as a wedge
against other communities of color and must
start by rejecting the 'model minority' myth.”
Even though I wholeheartedly believe in
the importance of solidarity, the question
posed during that discussion made me realize
something — I wasn’t connecting.
I can wear my Black Lives Matter shirt,
show support at African-American events
and listen to people’s experiences, but those
actions mean next to nothing if the model
minority myth and horizontal oppression
continue to divide us.
According to the Washington Post, up until
post-World War II, Asian-Americans were
portrayed as scoundrels, degenerates and job

stealers since they started immigrating to the
United States in the mid-1800s.
During the Cold War, Asian-American
portrayal began to change.
The stereotype of the community being
“uncomplaining and hard-working” was used
as a malicious racial wedge during the Civil
Rights Movement in the 1960s.
“At that point, the model-minority image
offered a useful foil, demonstrating how
racial groups could and should ‘appropriately’
behave,” Washington University sociology
professor Adia Harvey Wingfield said in an
article in The Atlantic. “Thus, the modelminority designation suggests that AsianAmericans are succeeding by conventional
American standards, but it also masks
some harassment directed toward them and
distances them from other minority groups.”
From my experience as an Asian-American,
that othering is toxic for everyone. I don’t fit in
a box, nor meet a checklist of attributes.
-Our race is a diverse group, and many
ethnicities have not experienced upward
mobility in social and economic class either.
Not to mention, we still lack representation
in the government and the media.
Mental health stigma plagues our
communities. Our women are hypersexualized. I could continue.
Burying ourselves in the oppression
Olympics isn’t productive. We experience
discrimination or lack privilege in different
ways in different situations. One community’s
experiences do not invalidate another’s.
We do, however, have the power to support
each other. We need to speak out against
racism, inside and outside our communities.
I reject the model minority
myth, antiblackness and horizontal
oppression. I refuse to let them continue
to divide Asian-American and AfricanAmerican communities.
Follow Kristin on Twitter
@kristinslam

Our country has been born and raised in division
Kylee Baird
Staff Writer

SEE THIS VIDEO AND MORE
AT SPARTAN DAILY ON YOUTUBE

I

’m fortunate to live in California
where the majority of my peers and
I share the same political views.
I cannot help but read all the headlines
and articles that have been posted
about the division within this powerful
country we call home.
For the past six months, I’ve been
asking myself, “Has the United States
always been this divided?”
I’ve noticed that the division within
our country has been an escalating
issue, especially since President Donald
Trump’s election. Not only has it been a
political problem, but it has also been a
social problem.
This country has always been divided.
To some people, however, it may seem
that the country has become divided
within the last couple years because
media outlets have become more active
about broadcasting controversial issues.
The U.S. Constitution has a nifty little
section called the freedom of speech
within the First Amendment. According
to the Constitution, “Congress shall make
no law…abridging freedom of speech.”
Because of this statement, people take
advantage of the fact they can speak
their mind.
Freedom of speech is defined by
Merriam-Webster Dictionary as “the
right to express information, ideas and
opinions free of government restrictions
based on content and subject only to
reasonable limitations.”
As human beings, we all have our own
opinions on anything and everything.
However, ever since social media was
established, we have an easier time
voicing said opinions.
We constantly debate with friends and
family because of different views and
opinions on certain subjects.
From deciding where to eat to what
movie to watch, sometimes the simplest
of subjects can lead to daily difficulties.
People will always have different
opinions on bigger topics such as abortion
and gay marriage. We as humans will
always have our own opinions on things
based on what we have heard, read or
experienced for ourselves.

It is known that the American
population is one of the most diverse
in the world. The U.S is made up of
different race and ethnic groups, sexual
orientation, religions, socioeconomic
statuses and political parties.
As early as the 10th century, the U.S.
was built on European colonization of
the Americas, when the indigenous
people were forced to abandon their
settlements. Indigenous people were
seen as "less" than Europeans due to the
color of their skin.
“Division is ingrained into our
culture,” said senior health science major
Gabrielle Aiden. “We are separated on
the basis of those that are deemed as
more deserving than others within our
society. More often than not, those that
are seen as undeserving in our country
are people of color. Although we may
be a diverse country, we lack equity,
causing division to flourish.”
Back when President Barack Obama
was in office, controversial issues were
not consistently reported. Speeches
and events were televised, but nothing
comes close to what the media does
now while President Donald Trump is
ruining the country.
Studies have shown that the majority
of conservatives would rather hang out
around people that share similar views
than branch out and listen to other
people’s opinions.
According to the Pew Research Center,
when asked if one would rather live in a
place where people share their political
views, 50 percent of conservatives and
only 35 percent of liberals said yes.
When asked if their close friends share
the same political views, 63 percent of
conservatives and 49 percent of liberals
said yes.
The fact that conservatives like
to group together, further suggests
that people are not accepting of one
another, which causes our nation to be
more divided.
With all the protests and rallies
constantly going on throughout the
country, people are becoming more and
more divided.
Many people from older generations
say that today’s day and age reminds
them of the ‘60s, when the Civil Rights
Movement was happening. All the
demonstrations, rallies and protests
bring them back to when these events
were more common.
Ever since Trump took office, there
has been at least one protest per month,
if not per week.

Marches and Protests of 2017

Janurary 20: Not My President’s Day
Janurary 21: Women’s March
Janurary 27: March for Life
March 8: A Day Without a Woman
April 15: Trump Taxes March
April 22: March for Science

Upcoming Marches:
April 29: People’s Climate March
May 1: May Day Action Immigrants &
Workers March
May 6: The Immigrants’ March
June 11: National Pride March
Information gathered by Revolvy.com
The Women’s March, A Day Without
a Woman strike, Tax Day March and
most recently the March for Science
have occurred. The People’s Climate
March will take place on April 29 and
LGBTQ National Pride March will be
on June 11.
Social media is the leading factor in
why people are constantly updated on
what is going on in the world.
According
to
International
Telecommunication Union, the number
of people using social media services
has surpassed 1 billion users.
“Lately, the media has had an uprise
from previous years,” said psychology

INFOGRAPHIC BY KYLEE BAIRD
junior Janeth Canseco. “The media
watches everything Trump does and
has now brought our attention to our
country being divided.”
It is a lot easier for people to rant on
the internet now that many people have
social media accounts.
People are constantly playing into
the division of this country, but are not
doing enough to help and fix this chaotic
world that we are living today.

Follow Kylee on Twitter
@kyleemakae
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BY KELLY BURNS
Staff Writer

SEE THIS VIDEO AND MORE
AT SPARTAN DAILY ON YOUTUBE
Each and every year, sports fans spend hundreds, if not
thousands, of dollars to watch their favorite teams play.
Fans spend an annual average of $725.
People around the world bleed the colors of their
hometown teams. Whether their team wins or loses, fans
have been known to do crazy things in the heat of a game.
The San Francisco Giants often hold college nights
for San Jose State and many students attend their games
throughout the season.
In 2011, Bryan Stow, a Giants fan, was severely
beaten by Los Angeles Dodgers fans outside of
Dodger stadium on opening day. Stow now suffers
from permanent brain damage.

“

I saw my fellow Eagles fans
dripping blood. Ever since that
day, I knew I had to watch my
mouth and actions when I am
not at a home game.
Jerry Giotinis
Communication studies senior

The Giants and Dodgers are known for their rivalry but
sometimes this competition leads to injuries.
Members of sports teams are all too familiar with
sporting events being taken too far. When SJSU senior
quarterback Kenny Potter was attending Long Beach City
College, he witnessed what fans and players will do in the
angst of a game.
“My team was winning and on the last play, some dude
cheap shotted one of my teammates and both sidelines
cleared and it became a huge brawl for a good 10 minutes,”
Potter said. “Some fans were jumping out of the stands
and it got pretty wild.”
Sporting events are intended to bring together people for
entertainment and fun competition.
Fans often fear for their lives when representing their
teams in an opposing team’s stadium or arena. While it may
not seem like it, the National Football League is trying to
help this problem. According to CBS Sports, every NFL
team has someone in charge of fan conduct and security.

LUKE JOHNSON | THE SPEAR (File image)
San Francisco Giants fan Bryan Stow is greeted by former Giant and SJSU alumnus Kevin Frandsen at Municipal Stadium.

Communications senior Jerry Giotinis, an avid football
fan, knows what it is like to be subjected to violence for
representing his favorite team. When he was 13 years old,
Giotinis went to see the Philadelphia Eagles play against
the Oakland Raiders at the Oakland Coliseum.
“Being a young boy, I was able to wear my green jersey
in the sea of black and silver without getting my ass
kicked.” Giotinis said.
While Raiders fans did not harm Giotinis physically, they
made sure their opinions were heard. Later on in the game,
Giotinis and his father noticed a brawl happening in the stands.
“I saw my fellow Eagles fans dripping blood,” Giotinis
said. “Ever since that day, I knew I had to watch my mouth
and actions when I am not at a home game.”

Athletes use their
platform to advocate
for social justice

CAROLINA IBARRA | SPARTAN DAILY

Sports and competition bring people together, and for
the most part unite individuals with one common goal:
winning. However, sometimes the division of competition
can lead to fans safety being in danger.
“I have grown up around sports, living and breathing
healthy competition for as long as I can remember,” said
international business senior Matt Dynin. “When I see
fans at a game get too drunk and start swinging on each
other and sending death threats for the color of the jersey
they are wearing, that is where we need to draw the line.”

Carolina Ibarra
Staff Writer

SEE THIS VIDEO AND MORE
AT SPARTAN DAILY ON YOUTUBE
In the 1968 Summer Olympics, San Jose
State University’s Tommie Smith and John
Carlos staged a historic act of political
protest in support of human rights. A
statue of Smith and Carlos standing on the
Olympic podium with their fists raised in
solidarity now rests on SJSU’s Tower Lawn
as a permanent reminder of that historic day.
This act of protest was hardly the first or
last time an athlete used sports as a platform
to highlight political discussions. However,
the social criticism and repercussions Smith
and Carlos faced exemplified a precedent of
expectations for future athletes attempting
to create social change.
In an era of divisive politics, athletes such
as Colin Kaepernick are reviving political
activism on the field once again. Young
athletes are assessing their standings and
using sports as a platform for social change
too, but as advocates for social issues rather
than protesters.
“Things like this might seem little
now, but revolution starts with rebellion,”
said SJSU wide receiver Justin Holmes.
“Tommie Smith and John Carlos got a lot of
hate, but they changed the culture.”
According to Dr. Matthew A. Masucci,
professor and chair of sport philosophy,
sports events have become more explicitly
patriotic in recent years. The national
anthem has become a significant part of the
athletic rituals that form the environment of
the game.
From the pledge of allegiance to the
flag waving ceremony, sporting events
incorporate patriotic tradition that push the
experience beyond a love for the game and
transforms into a love for the nation.
“There’s a very interesting dichotomy
to this issue,” Masucci said. “On the one
hand, it’s about raising the flag and ringing
the liberty bell, but when Colin Kaepernick
took a knee it was like the sky was falling.”
The right to protest is a crucial feature of
a democratic system, but it enables criticism
from those who see it as an insult to a sacred
environment for American sports.

Follow Kelly on Twitter
@kellynburns

“There’s always a relationship between
patriotism and game day,” said SJSU head
football coach Brent Brennan. “For all the
criticism Kaepernick faced, there was also
movement and a reaction in lots of different
forms that pushed a discussion forward.”
Kaepernick encountered numerous critics
who touted his protest as unpatriotic and
inopportune. Smith and Carlos also face
social repercussions and criticism. That
backlash speaks to young athletes who
regularly stand in the spotlight of stadium
lights on the field.
“Every move that you try to make, there
are always going to be supporters and
critics,” said SJSU quarterback Montel
Aaron Jr. “Especially as an athlete with a
lot of attention on you, I feel like he had to
be prepared to see a lot of negativity and he
didn’t let that stop him.”
Although Aaron and Holmes haven’t used
their platforms to protest, they do exercise
the privilege of their spotlights in a different
way — advocating for issues meaningful
to them and their experiences. From breast
cancer awareness to childhood education
opportunity, their influence in the sports
community is still a tool for social change.
“Because of the camaraderie, brotherhood
and perseverance in the game of football,
many of them end up in service line of work
like policemen, firefighters, military men or
education,” Brennan said.
According to Brennan, he’s watched
athletes use their sports experience as a path
to educational opportunity and personal
growth. For Aaron, it was about using sports
to fulfill his potential and stay true to his
parents’ faith in his personal journey.
The personal characteristics they develop
as an extension of their athletic commitment
and future aspirations eventually help them
move on to programs that speak to them.
Players act as on-field advocates for issues
they care about. They take their personal
experiences and use their public platforms
as tools for social change. As public figures,
they see their position of influence as
an opportunity.
“I wouldn’t necessarily call it a protest,”
Aaron said. “But we definitely have
movements that support certain things
going on within our community.”

Follow Carolina on Twitter
@xoxoxcaro
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Lack of school spirit
aﬀects SJSU sports

KAVIN MISTRY | THE SPEAR (File image)
BY JALENY REYES
Staff Writer
When talking about school spirit, San Jose State
University sport’s teams think there could be some
improvement.
As of spring 2017, there are 29,203 students enrolled at
SJSU. Yet when it comes to sports, the SJSU community
seems to be disinterested and often unaware of the games
and matches that take place.
“No we don’t have a lot of people that attend the
games,” said SJSU’s football team defensive backs
coach Will Harris. “I think we should have more people
specially because of how much people we have in our
school enrolled.”
Andrea Kohlhaas, sophomore guard for SJSU’s women’s
basketball team, said she sees the issue at home games and is
unsure why students are unaware of the times and dates of games.
“Most of the time when I talk to other students that
are not athletes, they don’t know when the games
are,” Kohlhaas said. “I don’t know where this lack is
coming from.”
Her teammate Myzhanique Ladd, a junior guard, said
she too notices the absence of supporters at games. Unless
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audience was low throughout the season.
“When we look in the stands, we see our boosters, our
teammates, parents and a couple of students who are our
best friends — our close friends who are in other sports
teams that come to support us,” Ladd said. “[Unless] it’s
a big game against Fresno State, our rivalry games, that’s
only the time I’ll see some school spirit.”
Harris said he sees a difference in the way sports are
treated on campus as opposed to other schools.
As a coach, Harris has worked for schools in and out
of state including Dixie State University in Utah and
Humboldt State University in Northern California. He
also played for the University of Southern California as a
defensive back from 2005 to 2009.
“What we had at USC and I think a lot of other schools is
just the tailgating [and] the atmosphere around it so I think
we could improve in that,” Harris said. “A lot of it has to
do with people go ‘OK, they can go drink beers outside
and they can’t drink them in the stadium,’ that’s another
reason why.”
As for Jamie Craighead, the head coach for the women’s
basketball team, she too has experience with bigger crowds
swarming the games at other schools.
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coming to SJSU and prior to coaching, she played
basketball for the University of Oregon, a school whose
athletics programs are well known in the collegiate
sports world.
She believes that SJSU will be able to create a bigger
brand and have more supporter due to the school’s recent
partnership with Adidas.
“I think it’s about taking our brands and making it
bigger,” Craighead said. “Hopefully by us going all
school Adidas and trying to create a brand that we can
really market, I think it’s going to make everybody
excited about it.”
As for Frank Ginda, a junior linebacker for SJSU’s
football team, the absence of an audience doesn’t
discourage him or his team to play well but he said it takes
away the extra boost they might need.
Ginda believes the energy fans give during games
encourages the team to play better. He also said the team
could do a much better job at bringing in an audience,
which starts with winning games.
Follow Jaleny on Twitter
@jalenyreyes

San Jose State embraces rivalry with Fresno State

KAVIN MISTRY | THE SPEAR (File image)
The Valley Trophy is awarded to the winner of the annual game between SJSU and Fresno.

BY DAVID TAUB
Staff Writer
Rivalries are a natural occurring phenomena in
the sports world. We see them form at every level of
athletics from high school sports all the way up to the
professional ranks.
In the United States, some of the longest running
rivalries exist in the world of college sports.
There’s “The Iron Bowl” between University of Alabama
and Auburn University, the “Civil War” rivalry game that
exists between the University of Oregon and Oregon State
University and the “Big Game” between Cal Berkeley and
Stanford. San Jose State has a similar rivalry with Fresno
State that has been raging for decades and shows no signs
of slowing down.
SJSU’s Athletics Media Relations Director Lawrence
Fan has been with the university for nearly 37 years and
has extensive knowledge when it comes to the history of
the rivalry between the two schools.
“San Jose State and Fresno State, football wise, started
playing each other in 1922 and it’s been, basically, pretty
continuous since the late ‘50s,” Fan said.
The two football teams have nearly split the 80 games
they have played against one another over the past 95
years, with Fresno winning 40, SJSU winning 37 and three
ending in ties.
“It’s gone back and forth in terms of which school has
had the most success,” Fan said. “During the ‘50s and
‘60s and into the ‘70s, for the most part, San Jose State
was the more successful team. Fresno State caught up in

RYAN VERMONT | THE SPEAR (File image)
Senior guard Rachol West reaches for the ball in SJSU’s home feat with the Bulldogs.

1982 and then it was very much back-and-forth with some
tremendous football games.”
Fresno State dominated the rivalry from 1991 to 2010,
winning 16 of the 17 games played between the two
football teams in that time span.

“

We don’t like each other at all
— it’s nasty, we love it.
Justin Holmes
SJSU wide receiver

Over the last three years, SJSU has gone on a winning
streak, coming out on top in the last two games against
Fresno State and will look to make it three in a row when
the teams meet in October.
The rivalry between the two universities has
become very competitive over the years, with both
teams playing for pride and a chance to take home
the Valley Trophy which is awarded to the winning
team each year.
Justin Holmes, junior wide receiver for the Spartans,
said that this is far from a friendly rivalry.
“We don’t like each other at all — it’s nasty, we
love it,” Holmes said. “It’s a great opportunity for
us to really represent our school, we fight for that

Valley Trophy every time we play so it’s an honor to
win that game.”
This rivalry doesn’t just exist between the two school’s
football teams, however, as it pervades all of San Jose
State athletics.
SJSU women’s head basketball coach Jamie Craighead
said, “On my first day here, I was told [to] never wear red.”
Red is Fresno State’s primary color.
This past season, San Jose State and Fresno State’s
women’s basketball teams split the two games they played.
Jasmine Smith, the Spartans starting forward last season,
said the rivalry between the women is just as hard fought
as that between the men, which was evident by the broken
nose Smith endured against the Bulldogs.
“The last rivalry game was here and it was really, really
intense,” Smith said. “Everyone here has a lot of Spartan
pride so we take that rivalry game really seriously.”
San Jose State’s football team will be playing Fresno
state on Oct. 7th and has a chance to keep the Valley
Trophy for the third year in a row.
Junior linebacker Frank Ginda is confident that his
team will make it a three-peat against the Bulldogs this
upcoming season.
“We can’t lose against them. It’s mandatory you can
not lose against Fresno State,” Ginda said. “I’m 100
percent confident in my team that we will make it three
in a row.”

Follow David on Twitter
@davidtaub3
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Editor’s Note
Riots erupted throughout the United States the moment
Donald Trump’s presidency was announced on Nov. 9,
2016. We saw it here at San Jose Sate as students swarmed
the Smith-Carlos Lawn in the wee hours of the morning
chanting “not our president.”
Initially, the riots may have seemed to emphasize the
disturbing divide in this country, but then something else
emerged. In that moment, students of SJSU and people
throughout the the U.S. stood together in unity.
In my editor’s note for the “Divided” section, found
on the opposite side of this issue, I mentioned living in
a tiny cramped home that my immigrant parents bought.
The cost of living in this small home was too much
for my parents’ sole incomes, leading to us share our
home with relatives.
According to the Pew Research Center, 23 percent of
Hispanics across the U.S. live in poverty. Though at the
time we were not impoverished, it could have easily been
my reality.
The socioeconomic status of the the Latino and
immigrant community is profoundly divided from that of
other privileged groups, but one can even argue that these
divisions have created a greater sense of community.

My close and distant family worked together to pay off
this home that had us squished like sardines in our rooms.
Though it was inconvenient, I hold onto those memories
to remind me of the foundation that has placed me where
I am today.
The Pew Research Center also reported that young
Hispanics are being raised and socialized in a manner that
places a strong emphasis on their Latin-American roots.
My mother always told me to practice my Spanish, or
else I was going to forget it. My father would only let us
listen to his Spanish corridos and rancheras in the car.
Although I didn’t get it at the time, I realize now that
my parents were making sure I didn’t slip away from my
Latino heritage.
I grew up facing a division of economic, cultural and
social status—it’s still present today—but often times it
goes unnoticed due to the strong, united community I was
raised in as a child.
In this issue, we did not set out to state that the world
is happy and perfect, but rather to highlight some of the
unifying concepts and issues throughout SJSU and the
Bay Area as a whole.
We cannot say the world is perfect, nor can we say that

it isn’t flawed. Thus, we created a double issue in which we
discussed both themes.
Whether it is women standing strong together,
millennials diving back into their heritage or accepting
a family member’s decision, this issue covers an array of
ideas and groups that have emerged within communities.
When Aesop said “United we stand, divided we fall,”
he neglected to realize that his concept works just as well
backwards as it does forward.
Unity is an odd thing. It can be portrayed as a cheesy
concept, but often times it can bring us out of some of the
coldest and most disoriented moments in life.

Vicente Serna-Estrada
Executive Editor
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Women

in the workforce

KRISTIN LAM | SPARTAN DAILY (File image)
Dr. Mary Papazian, San Jose State University’s president, gave her first formal speech to the university campus at the Fall Welcome Address in the Student Union Ballroom on Aug. 25, 2016.

Despite the gender gap, women have been taking more higher-level positions
BY TIANA WALKER
Staff Writer

SEE THIS VIDEO AND MORE AT
SPARTANDAILY ON YOUTUBE
While gender pay gaps exist, recent studies
show that the gap has narrowed in the United
States from 36 cents in 1980 to 17 cents now.
According to Pew Research Center, the
gap is decreasing even more for younger
generations. A Pew Research analysis also
revealed that the number of women working
in higher-level positions normally taken by
men has increased.
Dr. Mary Papazian has been San Jose
State’s president since July 2016.
She is one of the three women in San Jose
State’s 160-year history who have served as
president or interim president of the school.
“Our students’ success depends in large
part on our determination to build and sustain
a learning environment that is safe, affirming
and non-discriminatory,” Papazian said.
Papazian will be traditionally inaugurated
as the 30th president of SJSU on May 4.
The SJSU president recently spoke at
a women’s conference at the American
University of Armenia on girls and women’s
empowerment in the country.
She discussed a variety topics, including

gender inequity in terms of pay and the The office specializes in marketing and
importance of education.
communications for the school.
Papazian stressed the importance of
She is also the advisor for the Africanempowering girls and said that it is “a critical American commencement and a member of
step in in building a stable, sustainable future.” a variety of task forces on campus.
Papazian is one of the five new campus
Mckee said SJSU administration is
presidents to join the
improving
gender
CSU in 2016. Now
equity and having
11 out of the 23 CSU
a female president
campuses have women
makes it easier. McKee
That is a positive trend
presidents. Out of the
facilitates
campus
line. It is a point of
5,018 employees at
climate surveys that
considerable pride. And have a goal to make sure
SJSU, 2,741 of them
it affirms that progress, students, faculty and
are women.
“That is a positive
staff feel safe and like
even in a deeply
trend line,” Papazian
they have opportunities
entrenched culture, is
said. “It is a point of
at the campus.
possible.
considerable
pride.
“Right now there is
And it affirms that
a push for more equity
Mary Papazian
progress, even in a
across the board on
President of San Jose State University
deeply
entrenched
campus,” McKee said.
culture, is possible.”
More steps to improve gender equity at
Felicia McKee is the administrative SJSU are taken by the Title IX office.
assistant to the Associate Vice President of
Natalie Brouwer Potts is SJSU’s Title
Strategic Communications and Public Affairs IX officer and has been at SJSU for about
at SJSU.
six months.
Mckee serves a variety of roles in her
“If you look at the people who are on
department. Her primary role is providing our cabinet, they seem deeply committed
support to the Associate Vice President to having a fair process in place for people
of Strategic Communications and Public to advance men and women,” Brouwer
Affairs, but she also supports the entire team. Potts said.

“

As a woman, Latina and child of
immigrants, Brouwer Potts says it’s important
to view the intersectionality of gender and
feminism in terms of equity in the workplace.
Brouwer Pott’s job is to ensure education
of gender discrimination and investigation
of policy violation. Policy violations
include sex discrimination, sex misconduct
and sex harassment.
Her office also does outreach to train
students, faculty and staff on appropriate
conduct in the workplace and on campus.
“A key component of my office is trying
to help people who come to me,” Brouwer
Potts said.
While students are encouraged to come to
her office, staff and faculty are required to
report any instance of violation or harassment
to her office.
Brouwer Potts says that almost all of her
cases are with students.
While most title IX officers tend to be
women, Brouwer Potts says being a woman
does not increase her obligation as an officer
of gender equality.
“That responsibility is for all of us,”
Brouwer Potts said.

Follow Tiana on Twitter
@itsmetiana_w

LGBTQ

Disability program aims to make SJSU more inclusive
BY MARGARET GUTIERREZ
Staff Writer
Over the last 45 years, San Jose State
University has worked to offer services to
students with disabilities in an effort to be
more inclusive and improve their college
experience. The Accessible Education
Center is at the heart of this initiative.
Since 1972, the Accessible Education
Center (AEC) has provided assistance
to students with disabilities. Formerly
known as the Disability Resource Center,
the program was created with the goal to
improve accessibility services on campus.
Cindy Marota, Director of the
Accessible Education Center, said that
it works closely with Counseling and
Psychological Services, the Wellness
Center and the Student Services Center.
“We are a team of networks that
provide support to the student,” Marota
said. “The student still has to do the
work of learning and fulfilling the
curriculum requirements, but we are
here to support them.”
Some of these improvements came
by way of making architectural
recommendations to improve accessibility
for disabled students.

In 2013, the program’s name changed
to the Accessible Education Center to
better reflect the goal of providing a
comprehensive set of services to make
education more accessible for students.
The program serves approximately 1,300
students with disabilities, and that number
increases each year.
There are several departments which
make up the AEC. Each provides a
specific set of services for students based
on their disabilities and needs. These
departments include the Deaf and Hard of
Hearing Services (DHOH), the Accessible
Education Center, the Employment
Accommodations Resource Center and
the Center for Accessible Technology.
The AEC also offers a testing center
that provides test accommodations, which
allow students to have more time to take
tests in a less stressful environment.
Megali Yanez, child and adolescent
development junior, said she has been
using the AEC’s service for extended time
on tests.
“I have been finding that really helpful
because it helps me concentrate a lot
better,” Yanez said. “The extra time allows
for me to understand the material and I feel
a lot more relaxed using that service.”

Deaf and Hard of Hearing Services
provides customized assistance based on
the degree at which the student’s hearing is
impaired. It’s primary focus is to facilitate
communication and enable the student to
ingest and understand the material that is
being taught in the classroom. Students
that are hearing impaired are provided
with various tools and services.
“The main goal is to provide students
with equal access to communication,”
said Maria Smyrniotis, Deaf and Heart
of Hearing Services Coordinator. “So
we provide students with sign language
interpreters and captioners, because not
all deaf students sign. We also provide
note taking services and assisted listening
devices depending on the person’s hearing
because we have students with various
hearing loss.”
Students must register with the
Accessible Education Center in order to
receive assistance. To see if they qualify
for services, the student must register with
AEC before providing documentation of
their disability.
Once the necessary documentation
has been provided, the AEC staff will
perform an exhaustive intake process
to identify what accommodations need

to be provided in order to ensure the
student’s success.
The Accessible Education Center also
provides a comprehensive library of
alternative media that allows students
with disabilities equal access. This
service is offered by the Center for
Accessible Technology, which offers
access to alternative media formats such
as Braille, electronic text, MP3 and speech
recognition software. These services help
to ensure that all students receive the
same academic experience.
Not only does the AEC offer aid to those
with physical or neurological disabilities,
but it also extends these services to anyone
with a diagnosed learning disability.
“Students who may be struggling with
what they feel may be an undiagnosed
learning disability, should consider looking
into it,” said Matthew Gonzales, Accessible
Education Center Coordinator of Accessible
Technology. “We have ways for you to have
an equally effective college experience.
It is difficult sometimes to confront that
reality for yourself, however, resources are
available for those students out there.”
Follow Margaret on Twitter
@maggieslara
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MOSAIC provides supportive tips for allies

BY KARIANNE SUDYKA
Opinion Editor
An ally of the LGBTQ community is
defined by San Jose State University’s
Counseling and Psychological Services
as an advocate and supporter of the
community, as well as those who identify
as lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender,
queer, etcetera.
Organizations including the Human Rights
Campaign, the Gay, Lesbian and Straight
Education Network (GLSEN), GLAAD
as well as the SJSU PRIDE Center aim to
provide support and education for those
within the LGBTQ community as well as
those who are willing to learn how to help.
In the era of President Donald Trump
and as his first 100 days in office draws to
a close, LGBTQ rights groups including
GLSEN and GLAAD have expressed
worries about the president’s representation
of their community.
“From the Census exclusion, to
rescinding Obama’s guidance for trans
youth in schools and lack of any LGBTQ
mentions on the White House website,”
said GLAAD President Sarah Kate Ellis to
NBC News. “He has spent the early days
of his administration trying to remove us
from the very fabric of this country and we
must resist.”
The PRIDE Center hosted a panel
discussion on Wednesday about being a
better ally as part of a series of workshops
aimed toward allyship that spanned across
the spring 2017 semester.
“There’s a lot of information out there
on the do’s and don’ts, [including] the
ways of being an ally and talks about
the different stuff that comes with being
an ally,” said Diego Gonzalez, Spanish
sophomore and event coordinator for
the PRIDE Center. “When it comes to a
physical space, I would suggest coming
into the PRIDE Center here on campus
and saying, ‘I’m here to learn more about
the community and being a better ally.’”

During a panel called “Levels of
Allyship,” Gonzalez and co-host sociology
senior Vy Truong showed a video by
YouTube personality Franchesca Ramsey
about how to go about being an ally for
any marginalized group, including the
LGBTQ community.
“Imagine your friend is building a house
and they ask you to help,” Ramsey said.
“But you’ve never built a house before, so
it would probably be a good idea to put
on some protective gear and listen to the
person in charge. Otherwise someone is
going to get seriously hurt.”
The
Human
Rights
Campaign
provides a pamphlet called “Coming
Out as a Supporter” to those wanting
to gain insight of how to help those in
the LGBTQ community.
It includes
information about the community such as
statistics about governmental benefits for
the demographic and homeless youth who
identify as LGBTQ.
Another organization called the Gay,
Lesbian and Straight Education Network
(GLSEN) hosts a week dedicated to allied
efforts across the United States. According
to its website, “Ally week is for everyone:
straight and cisgender allies to LGBT youth
are encouraged to learn about what actions
they can take to support their LGBT peers.”
GLSEN and the Human Rights Campaign
both have tips on being supportive of
the LGBTQ community beginning with
creating a setting comfortable for everyone
to openly speak their opinions and feelings.
“I appreciate giving that space for
individuals to come and learn more about
the community,” Gonzalez said. “I feel
like a lot of steps can be taken to help the
community. We can only do so much when
it comes to education on the community,
debunking misconceptions about the
community and just recognizing that we
are just people.”
Follow Karianne on Twitter
@ktsudyka

Tips on being a
good ally
Be honest
Send gentle signals
Have courage
Be reassuring
Let your support inform
your decision

Information gathered from Human Rights Campaign
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Student finds purpose by choosing religious path
BY JESSICA STOPPER
Staff Writer

PHOTO COURTESY OF MINDY SULLIVAN
Mindy Sullivan and other volunteers play with children during a spring break mission trip to Haiti in 2016.

For Mindy Sullivan, her college
experience did not tempt her to
test her faith, but instead led her
to accept Christ for the first time
in her life.
Sullivan, a business human
resources sophomore, was not
born into a religious family. Her
first time attending church was
during her first months of college.
By choosing Christianity as
her religion, Sullivan dedicated
herself to living a healthy life
through Christ.
“I didn’t really know what I
wanted in college,” Sullivan said.
“I didn’t know who I was or who
I stood for. I was putting my work
into people and my self-image.”
Cru, an interdenominational
Christian organization at San
Jose State University, reached out
to Sullivan through its freshman
welcome bags.
Not thinking anything of it, she
filled out a survey and attended
one of the organization’s events.
Sullivan did not attend any
other events, but one of her
friends kept going the Cru bible
studies. She convinced Sullivan
through her experience to check
out the next event.
“I was totally against talking
about God,” Sullivan said. “I
thought it was super awkward.”
When she attended her first
bible study, Sullivan said she
felt as she was being spoken to
through a bible verse about a
Samaritan women who accepted
Jesus into her life.
“That story really resonated
with me and that night I accepted
Christ into my life,” Sullivan said.
Sullivan said accepting to be a
Christian was rewarding, but the
process of changing life choices
was hard for her at times.
Going into college, Sullivan
said she liked to party and
be with her boyfriend. After
accepting to live as a Christian,

she knew she had to not partake
in those activities.
“I knew God was going to
transform my heart, but I would
have to make decisions like, ‘I’m
not going to go to a party, smoke
weed, get drunk or make out with
that guy,’” said Sullivan. “Those
were things my heart desired so
it was a process.”
Sullivan said the process was
easier to go through because
she had her friend, psychology
sophomore Ariana Fairweather
with her along the way.
The duo started attending Cru
bible studies at the same time
during their freshman year.
“I’ve learned the most through
Mindy because we were going
through very similar situations,”
Fairweather said.
Fairweather was raised in a
Christian household, but never
knew about God.
Wanting to move forward
with Christianity, the two were
dedicated to stop engaging in
activity that was looked down
upon in their faith.
Sullivan and Fairweathers
held each other accountable for
their actions.
Although the two changed
their life choices, they did not
alter their friends and their
personal decisions.
“I feel like right when she
stepped into knowing Christ,
she [Sullivan] embraced it and
had this hunger to know more,”
Fairweather said.
Cru helped Sullivan find a church
at Del Mar High School that she is
now involved with deeply.
Sullivan serves as a staff member
of her church and as a leader in the
kids ministry. She still attends Cru
events routinely.
“I wanted to see myself how
God saw me, and I want people
to see themselves how God truly
made them to be.”
Follow Jessica on Twitter
@jessicastopper_
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Celebrating unity
through music
“

I have a general
message that the
world is a dark place.
The key is to strive
for hope and that is
the bridge that I am
trying to gap.
Mardi Morillo
Musician

PHOTO COURTESY OF MICHAEL SHELTON
BY JESSICA STOPPER
Staff Writer
Mardi Morillo grew up in a city
outside of Bakersfield with parents
and siblings who worked in the fields.
Coming from Filipino descent, his
parents experienced racism when
they traveled to America. They were
college educated in the Philippines but
that did not matter when they moved
to the U.S.
“The world is the way it is,” Morillo said.
Morillo was born three months
premature which caused long term
difficulties regarding his vision. Six
years ago, Morillo found out he had
glaucoma and as a result, lost vision in
his right eye.
Difficulties followed as he was the
Chief Information Officer (CIO) of a
healthcare company, which he decided
to quit to follow his passion of music.
Morillo fell into a time of loneliness
and took that feeling to unite others

around him that felt the same way.
“I was such a closed off person and
music has given me something to
actually be proud of,” Morillo said.
In a previous life, as Morillo would
call it, he was an English major whose
dreams fell short and then a new
passion rose.
Writing essays was more of a job for
Morillo, whereas writing songs was
natural for him.
“I was too self critical but with music
I had no attachment or expectation,”
Morillo said.
“So it came easy for me to write songs.”
The beginning of his journey started
off with performing at open mic nights
but as time went on, Morillo wanted to
make communities where people can
come together through music. From
practicing for eight hours before his
first set to being on stage for an hour
at a time, Morillo came a long way.
In efforts of expanding his passion for
music, Morillo created a songwriters

show at Crema Coffee on the Alameda.
“I noticed there would be open mic
nights and people would only get to
perform one or two songs and not get
to have a full set,” Morillo said. “So I
proposed each artist get a 20 minute set.”
It became a hit and soon after the new
and improved open mic nights at Crema
Coffee was featured in Content Magazine.
Although Morillo is not very political
and does not tend to put political issues
in his music, he addresses everyday
issues every human faces.
“I have a general message that the
world is a dark place,” Morillo said.
“The key is to strive for hope and that
is the bridge that I am trying to gap.”
Real human voices is what Morillo
thinks the world is currently lacking.
He believes that technology is meant
to connect people together but makes
people isolate themselves.
“I’m such a sap, sometimes I’ll cry
on stage,” Morillo said. “I just get
really emotional about this stuff.”

As a self-proclaimed teddy bear,
Morillo said he addresses things that
one would in a protest but instead puts
it in music form because he just wants
people to be happy.
His main message through his music
is, “we are better than we think we
are.” He yearns to inspire people to
reach their goals and go after things
they feel they cannot reach.
“I want to be a better person and I
can care about others,” Morillo said.
On Thursday nights, Morillo and his
friends perform their open mic nights
at Da Kine Island Grill.
The crew also performs at various
coffee shops through San Jose.
“That’s my story. I never thought I
could write a song or play in a show
but here I am,” Morillo said.

Follow Jessica on Twitter
@jessicastopper_

Bay Area organization wields art for social change
BY ELIZABETH RODRIGUEZ
Staff Writer
Activism, education and social
justice all work together to make art
that makes a difference. A local bay
area organization called WeR1 Team
made up of activists, volunteers,
artists and entrepreneurs work to
inspire and unite an entire community
through education and art.
“The people that inspire us
are the ones in our community,”
said coordinator of WeR1 Team
Luis Carbajal.
WeR1 Team was founded in 2014
by Carbajal, J. Adan Ruiz and
Vanessa Rodriguez. At the time, it
only had a handful of volunteers
that wanted to make a difference in
their community.
Their mission is “to value
and educate” the youth in their
community “implementing new
habits of security, freedom of
expression and examples that
promote
equality,
happiness,
tolerance and acceptance” in their
families and communities.
What started out as a small
organization quickly expanded.
In the past, WeR1 Team have put
together art festivals for local
communities. One of their current
projects is to coordinate a festival
that will take place in September.
They plan to have musicians and
artists from all over the Bay Area
showcase their work.
Along with hosting musicians and
artists, the event is meant to educate
the community about social justice
issues the community may be affected
by. Carbajal said that although there
is still a lot of planning to be done,
they look forward to working with
other artists around the community.
“We just want to help our
community grow because times are
very tough,” Carbajal said.
Organizers for WeR1 are planning
to construct an art center called

“The Miracle” in the town of Santa
Rosa De Lima in Oaxaca, Mexico.
The center would include art, music,
theater and dance workshops.
Besides including art, the center
would also provide sex education,
environmental
education
and
physical education. Since the center
is meant to provide a creative
space of expression and education,
they will also provide tutoring
and counseling.
“We are not only focusing on South
Mexico or California, we’re also
trying to help other communities
around the world,” said WeR1 Team
co-founder Adan Ruiz.
Currently this organization is also
working with the Mesoamerican
Rescue Center in Costa Rica, which
is a rescue center for endangered
animals. They take in animals that
have been injured, rehabilitate them
and place them back into the wild.
“We as part of the WeR1 Team we
are helping different communities,
because pretty much we want to help
everyone in the world,” Ruiz said.
Members of the WeR1 Team also
addressed the current political
climate in regards to President
Donald Trump and reflected how
they personally felt when he was
elected president.
“I was afraid for a lot minorities
out there because it seems like
they’ve been targeted,” said event
coordinator Jessica Almeida.
They say that although times are
tough, they are even more motivated
to do good within their communities.
“We are one, it doesn’t matter how
you look, where you come form or
anything if we can find a way in
which we can help we will do it, and
we’re doing it through the power of
arts,” Carbajal said.

Follow Elizabeth on Twitter
@elizabwithlove

The Miracle

Photo Courtesy of WeR1 Team

El Milagro, also known as “The Miracle,” will be constructed with
recycled materials. An eco-friendly design will be used to educate
and empower the community of Oaxaca, Mexico. The Miracle,
which is set to be completed in the Spring of 2019, will be an art
center available for the community.
It Will Include Programs For....
Music Education

Physical Education

Art Workshops

Environmental Education

Digital Media

Sex Education
INFOGRAPHIC BY ELIZABETH RODRIGUEZ
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Akbayan embraces friendship and Pilipino culture
BY KYLEE BAIRD
Staff Writer
It is 11 p.m. and Akbayan, a Pilipinobased organization, is putting its all into
trying to perfect its traditional dances at
Spartan Complex before it performs at
the Pilipino Cultural Showcase.
Their showcase is a student-run
program with a student written
play. It is their 29th time putting on
the this annual production which
includes a storyline, skits, singing and
choreographed routines ranging from
cultural to modern dances.
“Having to explain a story and creating
something very special with 200
students, is something that I would have
never imagined doing,” said executive
producer of PCN and public relations
senior Christian Villanueva. “The beauty
of this production is that you see a lot of
opportunities bloom.”
Akbayan is a club on campus geared
towards increasing the member’s
knowledge of the Pilipino and PilipinoAmerican culture and heritage. Akbayan
means, “Embracing in Friendship.”
Every spring semester, Akbayan
puts on a cultural production called
Pilipino Cultural Night, or PCN in
order to showcase their knowledge,
educate others of cultural dancing
as well as the origins and roots of
Pilippine dance.
Although
this
organization
is
Pilipino-based, it welcomes students
from all different ethnic and cultural
backgrounds. They are also performing
in PCN to show their interest in a culture
other than their own.
Many members of the club participate
in the cultural showcase to learn more
about their culture.
“Throughout my life I feel like I
was Americanized,” said sociology
freshman Sidhartha Taruc. “I’m Pilipino
but I don’t know Tagalog and I feel like I
need to get closer to my culture and for
my grandparents.”
Akbayan strives to unify students on
campus through their club.
“We try to create a sense of unity and

KYLEE BAIRD | SPARTAN DAILY
Gaby Despues performs a cultural Pilipino dance called Tinikling, while Joan Pasion holds a bamboo stick and Sidhartha Taruc dances.

community within our members with
this program,” said Akbayan president
and finance senior Gerard Manay.
“Through PCN it really helps getting
everyone together. We really are like one
big family.”
Not only does the organization host
PCN, it also has other programs such
as the Akbayan Internship Program and
Kuya Ate Ading Mentorship Program,
also known as KAAMP.
“This organization is a door to
opportunities,” Manay said.
The Internship program is intended
to teach students about leadership,
meeting and event planning, personal
organizational skills and the inner
works of how an organization is run.
Throughout the program there are guest
speakers, workshops and field trips.

“Akbayan is embracing friendships,”
Taruc said. “There’s multiple branches to
continue to get close to each other, learn
from each other and continue to grow
with each other.”
KAAMP is a way for new members to
make relationships with older members
of the organization. This mentorship
program allows for an instant relationship
similar to a big brother or sister, someone
who can be a mentor and support system.
“With 856 members, we do our best
to create families within the akbayan,
whether it’s coming out to our events,
or being apart of different programs
that we offer,” Manay said. “Our biggest
thing is to create unity and family with
everyone. We want everyone to be
comfortable with each other. Just create
that chemistry. There nobody is excluded

within Akbayan were all inclusive.”
The club’s programs range from sports,
to arts and entertainment to leadership
and dance, making it a club that caters to
several interests.
“We are really doing our best to provide
a really inclusive environment for
everyone to find a second home, whether
they are pilipino or not,” Villanueva said.
Overall, this organization offers a
support system and educates students
about their culture.
“Were actually one big family having fun
with our culture in the end,” Manay said.
Pilipino Cultural Night will take place
on April 28 and 29 at Hammer Theatre.

Follow Kylee on Twitter
@kyleemakae

Downtown SoFA Market specializes in communal cuisine
BY ISABELLE THAM
Staff Writer
SoFA Market is bringing the
downtown community together with
a medley of eateries.
The food hall is home to a number
of independent vendors, ranging
from burgers to poke to create-yourown popsicles, that offer a patron a
plate chock-full of different cuisines.
“The whole idea of communal
eating in itself is an approach to
bring people together,” said events
and marketing manager of SoFA
Market, Marie Millares.

“

It’s a place where you
can kick back and
relax and still be in a
nice atmosphere
Evan Nomura
Business analytics senior

The eatery calls the south of First
Street area, the aptly named SoFA
District, its own home. The district
is a bustling, revived few blocks of
arts and entertainment that include a
climbing gym and creative studios.
SoFA Market was initially three
separate businesses. Millares said when
it was purchased by the owner, Thang
Do, in 2011, he envisioned a community
space for food where it could host a
number of small businesses.
“If we’re going to get more food in
these next couple blocks we have to
find smart ways to share it,” Millares
said. “The food hall is a perfect
way to share space that would only
otherwise fit three spaces.”
Currently its spaces are occupied
by Konjoe Tei (ramen), Vero’s
Coffee Bar, Toasted (sandwiches),
Hawaiian Poke Bowl, Vitamina
Juices & Blends, Pizzetta 408, Milk

& Wood (create-your-own popsicles),
1st St Food (American fare) and
Fountainhead Bar.
In construction are two new
eateries,
Vietnoms
(modern
Vietnamese cuisine) and Salad Box.
“It’s a cool place because you can
get different types of cuisine,” said
health science sophomore Sumana
Praharaju. “Sometimes my friends
will want this food but then I want
something else, so we’ll go here.”
SoFA Market is only a few years
old – it opened in 2014 – but foreign
and local roots are already planted in
the budding business.
“A lot of the businesses are owned by
first-generation immigrants and I think
you’ll see that from the food here,”
Millares said. “There are things that
are truly American and truly classic to
the American taste, but they’ve been
infused with a lot of different concepts
coming from other places.”
As the events and marketing
manager for the SoFA Market,
Millares hopes to see more San Jose
State students dine at the food hall and
host university-related events in the
space because of its close proximity.
The university’s design students
“grace our walls” with art, she added.
“It’s a place where you can kick
back and relax and still be in a nice
atmosphere,” said business analytics
senior Evan Nomura, who also works
at Hawaiian Poke Bowl. “It’s not like
your normal food court.”
SoFA Market plays host to a number
of corporate happy hours, meetings
and special events. Millares prides its
sunny back patio as a focal point for
intimate gatherings.
“We live in a world where
everything is so fast-paced,” Nomura
said. “We’re always moving, always
doing something. But when we’re
eating, we can finally just sit down and
hang out, not have a reason to say ‘I
gotta do this, I gotta do that.’”

Follow Isabelle on Twitter
@isabelletham

ISABELLE THAM | SPARTAN DAILY
(Top and middle) Milk & Wood offers patrons the option to create your own popsicle. (Bottom)
Eduardo Olivares and Travis Sandell enjoy lunch on SoFA Market’s sunny back patio.
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Unidos para mantener un lugar de trabajo democrático

ITZEL CASTRO | EL ESPARTANO NOTICIAS
(Left) Amelia González, 21, es una de las dos estudiantes de San José State University que trabajan en Spectrum Apparel Printing. (Right) Mario Aguilar, 22, un ex estudiante de San Jose
State University, trabaja en Spectrum Apparel Printing, un negocio de imprenta localizado en 881 Park Ave en la ciudad de San Jose.

POR ITZEL CASTRO
El Espartano Noticias
Ser tu propio jefe, compartir ideas,
ingresos y responsabilidades son algunas
de las ventajas que ofrece el cooperativismo
laboral y eso es algo que un grupo de
estudiantes de San José State University
quieren prolongar.
Los estudiantes, con el apoyo de varios
miembros comunitarios, están tratando de
recaudar fondos para comprar Spectrum
Apparel Printing, un negocio de imprenta,
para mantenerlo en una cooperativa de
trabajadores en donde cada uno de ellos
son los dueños del negocio.
El propietario de Spectrum Apparel
Printing, Sulaiman Hyatt, aceptó venderle
su negocio a su equipo de trabajo si ellos lo
convertían en una cooperativa.
“Como estudiantes activistas la idea de
una cooperativa sonaba como una gran
oportunidad así que decidimos reunirnos
para encontrar una manera de comprar el
negocio si tenemos éxito los mantendremos
a cargo de nuestra propia cooperativa,”
dijo Mario Aguilar, un ex estudiante
universitario que trabaja en Spectrum
Apparel Printing.

Spectrum Apparel Printing se
ha convertido en una fuente de
ingreso y liderazgo para jóvenes
indocumentadas, discapacitadas y
aquellos previamente encarcelados.
David González, un estudiante
universitario
que
actualmente
administra el negocio, dice que este
empleo es vital para mantenerse
económicamente estable puesto que no
tiene muchas opciones laborales.
“Yo quiero ser un emprendedor y
abrir mi propio negocio en el futuro y
este empleo es una buena práctica,” dijo
González. “Pero también este negocio es
mi modo de sobrevivir como una persona
sin documentos.”
González, era un beneficiario de DACA,
que recibía un amparo de la deportación y
un permiso de trabajo pero con la retórica
anti-inmigrante de la nueva administración
de Donald Trump no se sentio cómodo en
renovar su DACA.
“Solía tener un permiso de trabajo
pero bajo la nueva administración no
pensé que fuera una buena inversión
porque podría volver a lastimarme
a largo plazo si ellos tienen toda mi
información,” dijo González.

Colaboraciones
Musicales
Bilingües

Zendaya
& Prince Royce

Justin Bieber
& Luis Fonsi

“X”

González, trabaja como un contratista
dependiente y podría mantener este status
si se logra comprar el negocio.
Además, de González, otros estudiantes
quieren mantener esta entidad de negocio,
como lo es el caso de Amelia González
una joven que se siente cómoda con el
actual modelo administrativo de Spectrum
Apparel Printing.
“Yo me siento feliz de trabajar aquí
porque este trabajo es muy flexible con
mis horarios de la escuela y también
básicamente puedo hacer mis propias
decisiones sobre el trabajo y ser como mi
propia jefa,” dijo González.
Aunque, la mayoría de las
cooperativas de trabajadores en
los Estados Unidos son negocios
pequeños,
como
Spectrum
Apparel Printing, que solo tiene
seis empleados, tambien existen
varias cooperativas grandes.
Se calcula que hay más de 300
lugares de trabajo democráticos
en los EE.UU., que emplean
ha más de 3,500 personas y
generan más que $400 millones
en ingresos anuales, de acuerdo a
la La Federación Estadounidense de

Pitbull &
Christina Agulera

“Feel The Moment”

Shakira
& Rihanna

“Can’t Remember
to Forget You”
INFOGRÁPHICO POR DIANA SAN JUAN

Sigue a Itzel en Twitter
@itzelcastronews
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Rompiendo barreras musicales
POR ELIZABETH RODRIGUEZ
Escritor del Equipo

completamente en Inglés.
Quintanilla nunco pudo lanzar su carrera musical
en Inglés. La cantante tejana fue trágicamente
El ritmo de los tambores, guitarras, piano y el asesinada el 31 de Marzo del 1995 por la presidenta
canto de los artistas es algo que nos cautiva por de su club de fans Yolanda Saldívar.
el medio de la música — una de las pocas cosas
Artistas como Estefan y Quintanilla fueron una
que une a la gente. La música no tiene cultura, de las primeras cantantes que combinaron sus
religión, edad o idioma. Este concepto es evidente culturas y lenguajes en el mundo de la música.
con artistas como Shakira, Jennifer López, Don
Shakira, Marc Anthony, Ricky Martin e
Omar y Christina Aguilera cuando cantan en más Enrique Iglesias han incorporado sus dos
de un idioma.
lenguajes en su música. Ahora, diferentes
Recientemente ha habido varios artistas que han artistas combinan sus lenguajes y crean
empezado a cantar en Inglés y Español. Aunque colaboraciones con otros artistas.
ahora hay varios artistas que
En la colaboración
cantan en más de un idioma,
como la de Justin
ha habido varios cantantes
Bieber junto con Daddy
que han roto la barrera del
Yankee y Luis Fonsi,
La música no tiene
lenguaje, dando la oportunidad
se puede escuchar a
a varios artistas de cantar en
cultura, religión, edad Bieber cantar en Español
dos idiomas.
perfectamente sin acento.
o idioma.
“Cómo Latina, lo que hacen
Prince Royce y Zendaya
es algo muy importante para
también juntaron dos
mi porque me siento incluida,”
idiomas con sus talentos
dice estudiante de psicologia de segundo año, musicales. Artistas que típicamente cantan en
Jenifer Martinez.
Inglés se pudieron juntar con artistas que no
Una de las primeras artistas en la comunidad necesariamente hablan Espanol. Royce también
Latinx es Gloria Estefan. Estefan empezó su colaboró con Chris Brown en “Just As I Am”
carrera artística cantando en Español en los 80’s donde Brown habla un poco de Español.
pero pronto empezó a cantar en los dos idiomas,
La famosa Beyoncé a traducido algunas de sus
Español e Inglés.
canciones más escuchadas “Si Yo Fuera Un Chico”
Estefan es considerada una de las primeras e “Irremplazable.” Igual a ella, cantantes como
artistas que uso los dos idiomas en música. Ariana Grande, Demi Lovato y Fifth Harmony
Empezó a crear discos en los dos idiomas y tradujo han traducido sus canciones en Español donde
canciones, usando su poder bilingüe. Igual como pudieron incluir a otro grupo de gente.
fue considerada la primera en romper barreras,
Colaboraciones entre diferentes tipos de
también es considerada la inspiración para varios artistas demuestran que la música no tiene un
artistas que siguieron sus pasos.
solo idioma o barrera. Uno no tiene que saber
Selena Quintanilla es otra artista que canto el lenguaje cuando escuchan música extranjera
en Ingles y Español. Aunque Quintanilla no para sentir el poder y ritmo de una canción.
hablaba Español, empezó cantando en Español Claramente, el poder de la música es tan grande
y fue considerada la reina de la música tejana. que nos une alrededor del mundo.
Varios años despues que empezo a ganar
Sigue a Elizabeth en Twitter
fama y su popularidad creció, Quintanilla
@elizabwithlove
tuvo la oportunidad de crear su primer disco

“

“Despacito”

Cooperativas de Trabajadores.
El grupo necesita $58,000 para comprar
el negocio Spectrum Apparel Printing, si
usted quiere donar visite indiegogo.com/
Building a POC Worker Owned Screen
Printing Shop.
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Does feminism unite or divide our country?
It gives our country endless opportunities and choices

Carolina Ibarra
Staff Writer

SEE THIS VIDEO AND MORE
AT SPARTAN DAILY ON YOUTUBE
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he word “feminism” is an
intimidating one.
So it makes sense that the
feminist movement is accompanied
by many stigmas and stereotypes. You
might have an idea of how feminists look,
act and sound. They’re messy, aggressive
and outspoken - it’s an exaggerated truth
based on someone somewhere that you
saw sometime.
Feminists almost never come in one
form, however. They can take shape in
anyone from superstar Beyoncé and
activist Gloria Steinem to Canadian
Prime Minister Justin Trudeau and
spiritual leader the Dalai Lama.
More importantly, feminism – the idea
that men and women should have equal
rights – has given us so many of the
citizen dues that we exercise today that
it’s easy to overlook them.
From
suffrage
to
educational
opportunity, many of the modern
privileges that women enjoy are the
spawn of feminine revolution. If necessity
is the mother of invention, then reform is
a child of oppression.
“There’s this idea that we’re not born
feminist, we become feminists,” said
associate professor of women, gender
and sexuality studies Tanya Bakhru. “I
think that’s meaningful to recognize
because not all men are sexist and not all
women are pro-women.”
Feminism is not about breaking men
down, it’s about building women up.
I don’t want the men in my life to feel
attacked, but I also don’t want the women
in my life to feel limited because of their
gender. They’re too amazing for that.
It’s important to note that feminism is

not just for women either. It’s not always
just about gender.
Women’s rights movements have also
aligned with other rights groups in the
fight for equality and have supported
reform for all.
It becomes a uniting factor for those
who champion for justice.
“It’s important to really not just think
about gender alone isolated in a vacuum,”
Bakhru said. “But to think about the
ways that race, gender and sexuality and
so many different issues are working
together to form a person’s experience.”
Regardless of social identities like
gender or race or sexuality or whatever
other categorical umbrella we may stand
under, feminism is about opportunity
and choices.
There is strength in confronting
closed doors and opening them up for
future generations regardless of gender
or other classifications.
You can be a perfectly happy
housewife, but you should also have the
option to be a perfectly happy engineer,
CEO, politician or journalist.
In 1970, award-winning journalist
Lynn Povich and 45 other women sued
Newsweek because women were not
allowed to be writers, only researchers.
Would I be here if it wasn’t for their courage?
Equality of opportunity is the
foundation of the feminist movement and
people build upon that foundation as they
please to suit their needs.
Take the idea that chivalry is dead,
for instance - I think that’s more of a
personal choice.
My boyfriend still takes me out to
eat, opens the door for me and buys me
pretty things.
However, I’m always willing to do the
same for him and we don’t feel indebted
to each other for it.
I know people tend to shy away from
the label “feminist” because there is
a spectrum of identification with the
ideals behind it just like with the term
“Democrat” or “Republican.” There is
so much more depth to people than the
labels we give them.
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1920

The 19th Amendment is ratified in the U.S. Constitution
giving women the legal right to vote for the first time as
lawful citizens.

Lynn Povich and 45 other women sue Newsweek for the
right to be writers for the publication - women could
only be researchers up until then.

1971

1970

Title VII prohibits discrimination by employers on the
basis of race, color, religion, sex or national origin - a
victory for all not just women.

Women’s March takes over cities all over the world,
protesters and advocates for multiple issues – women’s
rights, immigration reform, healthcare reform, the
natural environment, LGBTQ rights, racial equality,
freedom of religion, etc. – hit the streets.

2017

Information gathered by the National Women’s History Project
INFOGRAPHIC BY CAROLINA IBARRA
We still struggle with social issues
like the pay gap or the fact that some
government officials believe there is such
a thing as “legitimate rape.”
Until I don’t have to worry about those
things affecting my sisters, nieces, friends
and future daughters, I’ll continue to say
I’m a feminist and I’ll do so fearlessly.
As much as I loved hearing about
princesses as a child, it’s time to grow
up and realize that it’s not always a
charming story.
Sometimes the princess gets locked up

in a castle and sits around waiting for the
prince when all she really wanted to do
was get an education or travel the world.
Once upon a time, a feminist fought
for my right to be a writer and won.
That courage in the face of inequality
continues to take form in events such as
the Women’s March in modern day.
Now, that’s my kind of fairytale.

Follow Carolina on Twitter
@xoxoxcaro

STUDENT
APPRECIATION
FESTIVAL
Yesterday, the campus enjoyed a Student Appreciation
Festival hosted by A.S. There was live music, free food,
t-shirt giveaways, games, prizes and yes, A GIANT
INFLATABLE SLIDE.
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A letter to my brother, from your sister who loves you
Nicole Chung
Production Editor

D

ear Daniel,
I can honestly say that as your
older sister, I’ve been blessed with
the opportunity to watch you grow up
into the intelligent young man that you
are today.
It’s truly been one of my greatest
privileges to witness you strive to achieve
the goals that you set for yourself.
As siblings, you and I agree on plenty
of issues, from our synchronized eyerolling at everything President Donald
Trump says and does to our love of
Biggie’s “Hypnotize.”
Of course, we have our differences. It’s
a universal truth that siblings will always
find something to agree to disagree on,
with our biggest feud revolving around
my love for Apple and your fanboy-esque
dedication to Samsung.
You and I share the same blood, but
are like day and night. Not that this
matters. I keep telling myself that it
shouldn’t matter.
Yet even while I continue to tell myself
that you and I are two different people, I
can and probably never will completely

agree with you on one of your life goals.
You always ask that I be honest with
you, so I’ll drop this little truth bomb.
Perhaps because this is coming from the
one person that you never hide anything
from, this will sting a little to hear.
It’s endearing to see you set life goals,
but your decision to serve in the military
breaks my heart.
I don’t ever want to come home to a
voicemail from mom and dad saying
that you died while fighting for a
country that might not even appreciate
you or your efforts. I shudder to think
about what you might have to face out
in the battlefield with Voldemort 2.0 in
the White House.
There’s no doubt that President Donald
Trump is itching to show off his big
guns, even dropping the most powerful
non-nuclear bomb on an Islamic State
cave in Afghanistan on April 14. You
and the whole world know it as the
“mother of all bombs.”
This weapon is only a bomb and
no American soldiers had to fight in
combat. But it’s only the beginning.
Trump’s first 100 days come to a full
circle on Saturday. Assuming that he
isn’t successfully impeached in the near
future, there’s a good chance that you’ll
be sent out to the battlefield while he
remains in office.
Trump doesn’t deserve your service
and you don’t deserve to die as a soldier

fighting under him.
I’m tearing up writing about this now
and imagining that scenario. You and
I both know that outside of consuming
any amount of wasabi, I rarely if ever
shed a tear.
According to Brown University’s
Costs of War Project, the combined
number of casualties among soldiers
that fought in the Iraq and Afghanistan
Wars surpassed 6,800 in 2015.
It terrifies me that you could become
another body coming home in a coffin
draped with an American flag.
I don’t want to arrange a funeral for
you. I don’t want to see the lifeless body
of someone I love and cherish. I don’t
ever want to bury you. I don’t want
to write the tear-jerking speech with
sprinkles of emotional words that pull
at other people’s heartstrings.
I don’t ever want to lose my baby brother.
Let’s say that you don’t die in combat.
Let’s say you come back after fighting
in an unnecessary war. Let’s say you
physically return home in one piece.
Where is the guarantee that you’ll come
back mentally sound?
Call me selfish, but if there’s another
reason why I don’t want to you to join
the military outside of losing you to
death, it’s losing you to trauma.
Nearly 30 percent of the Iraq and
Afghanistan War veterans treated at
various Veterans Affairs hospitals across

the nation were diagnosed with posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD). This
is according to a 2012 report released by
the Department of Veterans Affairs.
I don’t want you to develop PTSD after
fighting in combat. I don’t want you to
put aside your mental health to achieve
your goals. I don’t want you to become
another statistic because you are more
than a number in a data set.
You are a human being. You are my brother.
I don’t have to support all of your goals.
No one’s holding a gun to my head and
forcing me into this difficult position.
You and I will always have our
differences because we are two
individuals with uniquely different
outlooks on life.
Despite our disagreements, we’re
still family. Our sibling relationship
will always remain a crucial part of
our identities that no amount of wars
can ever tear apart from our cold, dead
hands. We are brother and sister against
the world.
As your older sister, I support you.
I don’t have to even begin to like your
decisions or your logic in making
certain life choices.
But I still support you because I love you.

Follow Nicole on Twitter
@njhchung

Hashtags bring us together on a variety of subjects
Tiana Walker
Staff Writer

SEE THIS VIDEO AND MORE
AT SPARTAN DAILY ON YOUTUBE

S

ocial media sites are increasingly
becoming our first source of
news. According to a 2016 study
done by Pew Research Center, 6 out of
10 Americans get their news from social
media sites.
Many social media campaigns use
hashtags to gather people online for a
specific issue. According to Twitter,
hashtags were created to collect
common topics to make searching for
things on social media sites easier.
On Twitter, when a hashtag is used
frequently enough to become popular,
it becomes a trending topic. This in
turn makes the topic viewable to even
more people.
Trending topics are a good way to
introduce people to new topics. If I see
something trending on social media
enough times, I’ll eventually click on it.
Social media largely targets the
younger generation. It makes sense
that activism campaigns would use
it as a platform to reach people and
inspire change.
There may be debate on whether or
not social media campaigns actually
fix problems, but they definitely get
people talking.
Informing the public on an issue is the
first step to solving problems. Trending
hashtags catch people’s attention and
therefore unite people across the world
on issues they would have otherwise
never known existed.
Hashtags like #BlackLivesMatter and

#NoDAPL have sparked controversy not
only on social media, but in the news
and have affected people in real life.
These campaigns have brought
together communities of people on the
basis of specific issues that deserved
attention. While not all dialogue results
in a united front, these issues are still
being brought to the attention of social
media users across the world.
Celebrities also use tags on their
social media platforms to draw crowds.
In November, Chance the Rapper used
#paradethepolls in order to rally people
to an event that encouraged an increase
in voter turnout.
Tags are often used to gather people
who have common interests ranging
from sporting events to wedding ideas.
From politics to comedy, hashtags
unite people on many different levels.
They serve as bonding tools with our
peers and even strangers on social
media. #TBT is one of those bonding
tools. Everybody likes to participate
in “Throwback Thursday” and post a
throwback picture every once a while.
It’s cool to take a glimpse into
someone’s past. You might see that
you’re not that different and that all
parents of ‘90s babies dressed their kids
in the same clothes.
Several different hashtags including
#growingblack, #growinguplatino and
#growingupwithstrictparents
reveal
that many of us had similar childhood
experiences. I think everyone can relate
to the starter packet tags, especially
#early2000sstarterpacket.
These are the type of tags that make
you happy you weren’t the only one with
crazy parents. The majority of these
tags will bring up humorous content and
they are a nice break from the tensions
of today’s political climate.
Let’s face it, hashtags are increasingly
becoming a part of our everyday world. I
have heard on multiple occasions people

SPARTUNES

Influential Hashtags

#

#BlackLivesMatter
#Bringbackourgirls
#flintwatercrisis
#feelthebern

#
#
# #
#
# #/0DAPL#
#
#

#makeamericagreatagain
INFOGRAPHIC BY TIANA WALKER

say “press the hashtag, I mean pound
key.” We use and see them so often it’s
now a part of our vocabulary.
I don’t think social media should be
someone’s sole source of news, but it’s
a good way to point you in the right
direction. If you’re curious on a certain

topic, you can search a term on Twitter
or Facebook and find many reliable
news articles thanks to hashtags.

Follow Tiana on Twitter
@itsmetiana_w

SONGS THAT
UNITE US

VICENTE SERNA-ESTRADA: RISE UP - ANDRA DAY

FRANCISCO FRANCO: BOOMERANG - LUKE WILL

DIANA SAN JUAN: HYMN FOR THE WEEKEND - COLDPLAY

KARIANNE SUDYKA: ALL STAR - SMASH MOUTH

LISA PRINCIPI: LOVE ON TOP - BEYONCÉ

SANDEEP CHANDOK: TELL ME WHEN TO GO - E40

NICOLE CHUNG: WE ARE THE WORLD - U.S.A. FOR AFRICA

BENJAMIN SIEPAK: YOUTH OF THE NATION - P.O.D.

MELANIE PIEDRA: FEELIN’ MYSELF - MAC DRE

TAYLOR JONES: WE ARE THE PEOPLE - EMPIRE OF THE SUN

RYAN BARNHART: WHAT’S GOING ON - MARVIN GAYE

KRISTIN LAM: IMAGINE - JOHN LENNON
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Tennis tandem uses
diﬀerences as tactic
for winning

BY JENNIFER BALLARDO
Staff Writer

PHOTO COURTESY OF AUSTIN GINN & SJSU ATHLETICS
Tamara Culibrk (left) and Miyo Kobayashi (right) are 14-8 in doubles matches this season.

Tamara Culibrk and Miyo
Kobayashi don’t have much in
common other than the court they
play on together.
Culibrk is a freshman from
Maryland and her partner
Kobayashi is a sophomore from
Bangkok. Culibrk is combative
while Kobayashi is complaisant.
The pair does agree on one thing
— their contrasting attitudes is what
allows them to work well together.
Both Culibrk and Kobayashi
are members of San Jose State’s
women’s tennis team.
The two athletes have been
playing doubles matches together
since October of last year and
currently have a 14-8 record.
“I am a very aggressive player
and I like to get into the net a lot
and Miyo is the opposite most of
the time,” Culibrk said. “She stays
back in the court and just gets the
ball in so I think it works well that
we have one aggressive and one not
so aggressive.”
Kobayashi agrees that their
differences are what help them join
forces on the court.
“She is very aggressive and she
has the lefty serve,” Kobayashi said.
“[The serve is] going to go really
wide so then she [can] set me up.”
For
the
pair,
physical
preparation is just as important
as mental preparation.
Culibrk and Kobayashi explained
that they work together to come up
with different approaches they can
use before their matches start.
“Together, we talk and think
about strategies to use during
the match and how we should
play against these opponents,”
Culibrk said.
The duo knows that it is
important for them to stay

connected. Because of this, Culibrk
and Kobayashi have come up with
certain ways they ensure they are
communicating during a match.
“We have to high five each other
between every point,” Culibrk
said. “We go over to each other and
say whatever we need to say, like
‘Change this.’”
Head coach Chad Skorupka
said that the most important part
of playing as a doubles team is
ensuring you motivate your partner.
“You have to work on keeping
your partner up if you’re playing
well and your partner’s not,”
Skorupka
said.
“Sometimes
you’re going to be hot and your
partner’s not.”
Kobayashi
admits
that
encouraging each other on the court
is something that the pair needs to
work on. Culibrk agrees that this is
their shortcoming.
“[The coaches] tell us whenever
we play a good point ‘Come on,
pump each other up,’” Culibrk said.
The two athletes are aware of
the coaches comments and are
working on improving.
“Our coaches keep telling us
to be louder, show emotions, say
‘Come on,’ after every point you
win but I’m not used to that and I’m
trying,” Kobayashi said.
Kobayashi recognizes that their
inability to be louder on the court
could possibly impair their game.
“We really have to be aggressive
[about] how loud we are,” Kobayashi
said. “We are kind of struggling
because we are both quiet. We talk
to each other between the points
but it’s just that we’re not as loud as
our other teammates. That part we
have to improve on.”

Follow Jennifer on Twitter
@jayembeee1

International athletes connect with SJSU through sports
BY KAYLA BOARDMAN
Copy Editor
At the age of just 18 years old, Jacqui Maisey
made the decision to pack her bags and move from
Canada to the United States to attend San Jose State.
A deciding factor in making the move was so that
she could play college water polo at the highest level.
Maisey said it is a tough decision to move to
another country, especially when you are leaving for
school. It is even harder when you have to balance
your classwork with attending practice and games.
Going through all of this, it can be possible for
international athletes to feel divided from their
school and alone in a new country. However, being
part of a sport is a way to help make them feel even
more united with the school.

“

My team is pretty much
my family, so getting to
see them every day is like
having a family here and at
home.
Tamara Culibrk
SJSU tennis athlete

Senior tennis players Marie Klocker and Gaelle
Rey are both international athletes who came to San
Jose State as a way to continue playing tennis and
also get a degree in business. Klocker is from France
and Rey is from Switzerland.
“Sometimes you just feel like you want to go
home for a weekend,” Klocker said. “[But] you can’t
because it is too far away.”
Leaving their families and friends to come to
San Jose was hard at first for them. They said that
they only knew the English they learned in school,
so studying and joining a culture that speaks a
relatively foreign language led to some headaches
and miscommunication.
Now they said that they feel more comfortable and
connected with the people around them. This is in
part because they could use the athletics program as
a way to meet people.
“We are part of the athlete community, so we meet
a lot of people like that,” Klocker said.
Rey agreed and said that they enjoy supporting
their fellow athletes at games. They like to get
together with other teammates and athletes to watch
their fellow Spartans compete.
“We go to other games for other teams so then we
connect that way,” Rey said.
Meeting these new friends didn’t resolve all of their

homesickness, however. Klocker and Rey said that
when they first came to SJSU, they would feel sad
and alone and wished they could visit their families.
Over time, the tennis tandem said it began to
feel more comfortable in their new home of San
Jose and made more friends — both American
and international.
The tight-knit group of friends Klocker and Rey
have around them helped when it came to short
school breaks and time off like Thanksgiving and
spring break. They didn’t have enough time off to
go home, so they would spend free time at friends’
houses nearby.
The close-knit mentality of the team also has
helped the girls feel connected.
“We are a very small team so it becomes a family,”
Klocker said. “You see them every day, you travel
with them every weekend and you spend all of your
time together so we create great friends.”
The tennis team is made up of only eight players,
seven of which are international students from
France, Switzerland, Thailand and Belgium.
Another international athlete that struggles with
homesickness is Jacqui Maisey. While it is difficult
being a freshman at a school in a different country,
she has used her water polo team as a way to feel at
home in San Jose.
“My team is pretty much my family, so getting to
see them every day is like having a family here and
at home,” Maisey said. “It definitely helps take away
the homesickness. If it gets really tough, I know that
I have people I can talk to and hang out with.”
She also bonds with students from other countries
in the dorms. Maisey said that some of her close
friends are from New Zealand and Australia.
The water polo team also has six international
students on its roster. She enjoys being able to
connect with people from other countries and learn
more about their cultures.
“We have a lot of other internationals on our team,
so being able to meet them and talk to them is super
cool,” Maisey said. “We have a girl from Spain and a
girl from Hungary.”
Maisey also talks to older international athletes
to learn what processes she has to go through as an
international student. She said it was helpful knowing
people who have gone through the steps of being an
athlete from a different country.
Her team also tries to go to as many other sports as
possible to connect with other athletes. Maisey said
the athletic community is close and they like to show
support for other Spartan athletes.
“We always try to go to the ones [games] that are
on campus,” Maisey said. “It’s super nice cheering
on people from your school and wanting them to
do well.”

Follow Kayla on Twitter
@kaylaboardman

International
SJSU Athletes
Australia

1 Men’s golf
1 Women’s softball

Brazil

4 Women’s volleyball

Belgium

1 Men’s soccer
1 Women’s tennis

Canada

1 Men’s golf
1 Gymnastics
1 Women’s soccer
4 Women’s water polo
2 Women’s soccer

Croatia

1 Men’s water polo

Estonia

1 Volleyball

France

4 Women’s tennis

Germany

1 Men’s water polo
1 Women’s basketball
1 Women’s golf
1 Women’s soccer

Hungary

1 Men’s water polo
1 Women’s water polo

Ireland

1 Men’s cross country

New Zealand

1 Women’s water polo

Philippines

1 Women’s golf

Serbia

1 Men’s water polo

Spain

1 Women’s water polo

Sweden

1 Men’s golf
1 Women’s basketball
2 Women’s golf

Thailand

1 Women’s tennis

Trinidad and Tobago

2 Men’s soccer

UAE

1 Men’s soccer
INFOGRAPHIC BY NICOLE CHUNG & KRISTIN LAM
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Brotherly bond tested on the field
“

BY MARGARET GUTIERREZ
Staff Writer

Always stay true and
don’t let it divide
you.

SEE THIS VIDEO AND MORE
AT SPARTAN DAILY ON YOUTUBE

Jeremy Kelly
SJSU wide receiver

PHOTO COURTESY OF SJSU ATHLETICS (File image)
Jeremy Kelly (left) will be switching to wide receiver next season. Jermaine (right)
will play on different sides of the ball next season.

It is not often that a school can boast that
they have two brothers playing on the same
team on their Division 1 football team, but
SJSU can.
Jermaine and Jeremy Kelly are San Jose
State’s dynamic duo that play on opposite
sides of the ball but bring unity to the team
through their brotherly bond.
Jermaine, a defensive player, is a cornerback
position and is currently a senior pursuing
a degree in sociology. Jeremy is a junior
studying communications with a minor in
business and recently switched from a safety
to a wide receiver position.
“We played all kinds of sports but Jeremy
was better at other sports than me,” Jermaine
said. “I was always real good at football. We
grew up playing football all our life. Our dad
got us in football very early.”
Jeremy gave his insight in regards to playing
on the same team with his sibling.
“There are going to be some people here,
especially when playing on opposite sides of
the ball of each other, that try to make it a
feud. They will try to make it a competition
against to where one of you has to win and
one of you has to lose. Always stay true and
don’t let it divide you,” Jeremy said.
Originally from Southern California, the
Kelly brothers started playing football at an
early age with the help of their father. Both
brothers attended San Pedro High School
before transferring to Salesian High School
in Jermaine’s senior year.
At Salesian High School, the Kelly brothers
were mentored by what they said were
some remarkable individuals that helped
to instill greatness in them and taught them
that through hard work and perseverance,
anything is possible.
By the time the brothers finished their
senior year of high school, each had several

Sports bring people together
Sandeep Chandok
Sports Editor

For anyone who thinks sports are “just a game,” you’re
right — they are.
These games are meaningful. Fans will support and
defend their favorite teams whether they are the best in
the league or the worst.
The ability sports have to segregate a group of people,
howbeit, is tenacious, but the ability they have to
consolidate a group of people is astounding.
Sports bring people together. No matter which pastime
it is — baseball, football, basketball — when fans of a
team merge, their differences temporarily get put aside.
“When you’re rooting for a team, it doesn’t matter who
you are, where you come from, what your background is,”
said Rashied Davis, a former Chicago Bears wide receiver
and San Jose State alumnus. “If you have on a Spartan
hat and I have on a Spartan hat, we have something in
common and we want the team to win.”
It goes beyond just the commonality of winning, however.
As humans, we enjoy the pleasure in finding similarities
with others. For many folks, sports is that similarity.
SJSU alumnus Jordan Gallagher played high school
basketball at Oak Hill Academy in Virginia — one of the

nation’s top basketball programs.
Gallagher grew up in a competitive household. It was
his father’s adoration for sports that ultimately drove
Gallagher’s love and aspiration to join athletics.
“Sharing a common interest in something that so many
people are passionate about brings people together,”
Gallagher said. “Sports brought us [my family] closer
together because of the passion we had for it.”
As unifying as sports can be, they can be equally as dividing.

“

If you have on a Spartan hat
and I have on a Spartan hat,
we have something in common
and we want the team to win.
Rashied Davis
Former Chicago Bears wide receiver

What often begins as banter and a difference in opinion
has led to physical altercations, but the division in sports is
typically because of contrast in one’s favorite team.
Although, it could be worse.
The presidential election in 2016 uncovered the stillexistent bigotry in the United States with the victory of
President Donald Trump.
Fortunately in sports, race and political views are for the most
part absent and overshadowed by the love for a team and sport.

colleges offering scholarship opportunities.
While playing football in high school,
Jermaine and Jeremy were offensive-minded
and never really considered playing any
defensive positions until they neared the end
of their high school careers.
Jermaine initially accepted an offer to
play for the University of Washington out of
high school and spent two seasons there as
a defensive back before breaking his ankle
early in the 2014 season.
The injury forced him to sit out that year
where he began to reflect on his situation and
life goals.
After much thought, Jermaine decided to
transfer to SJSU in 2015 to be closer to home
and play alongside his brother. Jermaine
now plays cornerback for the Spartans and
hopes to take his game to the next level and
play in the NFL.
“By them being brothers, they already have
a very strong bond. This brotherly bond is
what we are looking to create on the team
so they help to strengthen it,” said Josh Irvin,
SJSU graduate and assistant coach. “They
really just naturally compete against one
another but also support one another and this
helps to spread the feeling of unity on the
team. They are really great people and great
players on and off the field.”
Jeremy took more time making his
decision on which college to attend but
he said deep inside, he wanted to play for
SJSU — a decision his older brother was
in support of. He did not accept the offer to
be a Spartan until just six hours before the
acceptance deadline.
Now, Jeremy is in his second season on the
Spartans and he is enjoying his time on the
field alongside his brother.
“This is definitely a blessing,” Jermaine
said on playing with Jeremy. “I just have to
cherish these moments. This is my last year
and I just want to see it through.”

Follow Margaret on Twitter
@maggieslara
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“One of the beautiful things about sports is when you’re
on a team, everybody’s the same,” said San Jose State
head football coach Brent Brennan. “Doesn’t matter who
has more money or more education. Doesn’t matter what
color you are [or] what your political or religious beliefs
are — everyone’s on the same team.”
Apart from race, sports attract numerous ethnic groups
with colorful, cultured backgrounds as well.
Every year, the NBA celebrates world cultures with
Latino Heritage Month and Chinese New Year uniforms.
The Golden State Warriors of the Bay Area do the same with
annual Filipino, Latino and Asian heritage nights in which local
groups and clubs perform dances and skits for the audience.
Events like these draw a diverse following for a team
and sports as a whole. They also educate attendees on the
culture of another ethnic group or race.
“Sports are colorblind [and] embrace every culture,”
said SJSU running backs coach Alonzo Carter. “When
you got all these various cultures coming together for one
common cause, that’s big.”
Despite coming from distinctive backgrounds and traditions,
supporting opposing political parties or believing in assorted
faiths, sports are an element that we can so often come to an
agreement on, whether we favorite one team or another.

Follow Sandeep on Twitter
@sandeepchandok
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